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PREFACE
This is the story of St. Ignatius Mission» Montana
and its influence on those Indians with Wiom it had contact.

Like all Indian missions, St* Ignatius has had its ups and
downs. This study is an attempt to show how the Jesuits,
acting under tremendous difficulties overcame the hardships
that faced them and, with government aid, tried to educate
the savages and bring the blessing* of Christianity to those

whose homes and mode of life were swept away as the white
man penetrated the continent of America.

The efforts of the

missionaries compensated to a certain degree for the result

ing loss.
St. Ignatius Mission will celebrate its centennial in
1954 and it is hoped that this will be a true history of its

past and an attempt to fill in the gaps of its story, only
casually mentioned in other works.
I am writing as a Catholic and a student of history

and since most of my original research has been done with
works made available to me through the Society of Jesus, my
work may be, as the critic may point out, somewhat biased.
This will be unavoidable, although an earnest attempt will be
made to be as objective as possible.
The task of the missionary has not been an easy one.
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B###t by the normal hardships to be encountered in the
pioneering of an area left virtually untouched by the white
man, together with the difficulty of the Indian character

itself, plus the corrupting contact of certain element* of
the white, the politicing of government officials in ham*

stringing the work of the missionary and the uncooperativenee* of the elements have made the job of the missionary
almost superhuman, let alone one of a lasting influence.

Only the steal and courage of those associated with the
mission could have made such a thing a eucce#»,
St. Ignatius Mission has run its cycle—from a humble
beginning in 1854 to a thriving, prosperous, lauded institu
tion of missionary activity In the *90* s to the "beautiful
ruin" as it was called in 1929 and to the shell of greatness
of today, Iho can judge its true influence when such influ
ence is clouded over by the stormy tide of civilisation?
Only through reconstructing its once great past can an
appreciation and an understanding be attained.

CHAPTER I
EARIT NI3S10NART ACTIVITY IK THE NORTHWEST

The

who came to present Montana had their

headquarters at St. Louis, where a novitiate had been estab
lished in 1823. five years later, they were appointed ae
the exelusive agents of the Catholic Church among the Indiana
of the United States, The Society recruited moat of ita
workers from Europe| France, Belgium, and Italy contributing
the greatest number.
Some years before the order became the sole agent of

the Church, the Indian# of the Rocky Mountain# were search
ing for a "Black robe" or priest.

Many reasons have been

given as to just where these Indians obtained their idea of
a white man* # God. Some maintain that they received some
notion# of Christianity from pious traders or from transient

ministers who visited the Columbia River country. Duncan
McDonald claimed to be descended from Baptiste, a half-breed
from Quebec who came west after the war of 1812 and brou#t
^The Society of Jesus was founded in 1534 by Ignatius
Loyola, a Spanish nobleman. Its chief purpose was to stem
the swelling tide of Protestantism in Europe and to spread
the faith among the infidel peoples of the globe. The Jesuit#
had been in America as early as 156$ and by 1697 they had a
mission in lower California. (Hiram M. Chittenden and Alfred

with him his Christian teachings. Another story, about
which revolve# aome controversy, is that of Spokane Garry.
He had been selected by Sir George Simpson of Hudson*s Bay
along with another brave by the name of Kootenai Pelly.

These two were sent to an Episcopal mission school at Red
River, Canada, They were baptised in the #turner of 1Ô29 and
in 1831 Kootenai Pelly died. Garry returned to his people
and read to them from his Bible. Tribes came from all over
the area to hear Garry every Sunday when religious services
were held**
The greatest influence concerning Christianity was

brought to the Rocky Mountain tribes by a band of Iroquois
who had left the Jesuit mission of Cahnawaga on the St.

Lawrence river. This group travelled to the Northwest in
search of furs while in the employ of the Northwest Fur
Company,

One of these bands, under the leadership of Old

Ignace, came to the land of the Platheads, where it soon
became assimilated with the easy ways of this mountain

tribe. The Flatheads, though a peaceful tribe themselves,
had been constantly harassed by their enemies, the Blackfeet, so when Old Ignace told them of the "Big Medicine" of

the blackrobes, they looked about for mean# to secure this
medicine. In the spring of lëjl, an expedition set out for

^Garry's Bible which contained an original letter from
Reverend H, H, Spauldiag to young Garry, dated March 2Ô, 1874,
is now in the Archives of Washington State College. (Clif
ford M. Drury, "The ies Perce Delegation of 1831," Oregon
Historical auarterly. September 1939, p,
)

Loula.) 8am# months later, the group reached its destina
tion and there visited with General ClarkSoon after their
arrival, two of them fell dangerously ill and were visited by
two Gatholie priests.

The Indians managed to eoavey to these

priests an interest in the Catholic faith before they died.
After succumbing to their Illness, they were buried in the

St. JLouis Cathedral cemetery.

The remaining two Indians,

having failed in their purpose, returned to the mountains,
where their news was received with great disappointment,
The news of these strange Indians and their journey
to St, Louis aroused much interest in missionary circles.

The Jesuits were unable to fulfill the request for missionaries
as mo members of the order were available.

The Methodists

and Presbyterians thought of establishing a mission among
the flatheads, but for various reasons,5 changed their minds.
^The reason for going south to St. Louis, instead of
northeast to Canada to find a missionary was due to the fact
their route to Canada lay across the land of the Blackfeet,
their mortal enemies.
^For an interesting narrative concerning the meetings
of the Flatheads with the Lewis and Clark party, see a letter
written by ?r. D*Aste In* Olin D. Wheeler, The Trail of Lewis
and Clark. 1804-1904.(New York; 0. P. Putnam*s Sons, W04j$

5Probably the smallness of their number, coupled with
their isolated location were the reasons. At any rate, the
Methodists, under the leadership of Jason Lee, moved west
into the Willamette Valley, where a more advantageous place
for missionary operations was found, (Theresa Gay, Life.
ggm.
&&&, Portland; Metropolitan Press, 1936,
p, 13 ffTT ReverendSamuel Parker passed through the region
on his way to Oregon in 1*34, but did not settle among the
Flatheads and two years later. Dr. Whitman and his party
stopped at the camp of Nem Perces, but decided to establish
themselves on the upper Columbia country.

The Flath«ada did not give up, however, and another
expedition to St. Louis was organised and set out in the late
summer of 1035• This time Old Ignace, together with his two
sons, made up the party. While at St, Louis his two sons
were baptised and he warn assured by Bishop Bosati that a
blackrobe would be sent out as soon as possible. With this
assurance, the Indians departed for their home.
Eighteen months passed after the return of the second
expedition and still no missionary was forthcoming.

A third

delegation was dispatched, but perished at the hands of the
Sioux. Undaunted by this, a fourth party was formed and left
in the summer of 1#39.

Upon reaching St. Louis, they were

again reassured with the promise that a priest would be sent
out to them the following spring.

One brave, Peter Gaucher,

returned to tell the news and the other, Young Ignace,
stayed behind to accompany the missionary on the return
journey.
Father De Smet,^ who was to be that missionary, had
been working among the Potawatomies in Kansas, where he and

^Pierre Jean De Smet was born in East Flanders, Belgium,
én January 31, lâOl. He had entered the Society of Jesus no
vitiate in Whitmarsh, Maryland, the first Jesuit novitiate to
be located in the United States. Two years later, he left for
the new one at Florissant, near St. Louis, where he gained a
favorable reputation due to his great physical strength and
restless energy. He made good progress in his studies and
soon became a teacher at the university. He was ordained a
priest in 1627, and became a citizen of this country in lB33.
Soon after this, he left again for Europe and recruited some
novices in Belgium. He spent two years travelling abroad on
the Society's business, securing funds, books for the univer
sity, and recovering from an illness incurred in his travels.
He returned to this country in 1837 with three recruit#.
(Chittenden and Richardson# p# 2.)

two lay brothers had founded a mission. In 183#, he travelled
to St. Louie for euppliea and was taken ill from expoeure.
After recovering from his illness, he was ordered, much to

his disappointment, to go to the country of the Flathead* and
examine the prospects of establishing a mission there*
The missionary and his guide left St, louis in April,
1640 and travelled to Westport in present Kansas and there
/join#d the annual expedition of the American Pur Company to
the Green River.

At this spot they were met by a band of

Flathead warriors who were sent out as a welcome party for
the priest*

Leaving the fur company, they continued their

journey northward and nine days later reached the main camp
of the Platheads#
Religious Ideas of the Plftheads
The Flathead#;? though more virtuous than most of the
a
Indians in the West, were still superstitious savages. They

imagined the beaver to be a fallen race of Indians, who had
been condemned by the Good Spirit to this present fate, but
^The term, "Flathead," is really a misnomer as there
is no evidence that this tribe of the Rocky Mountains ever
practiced the barbaric practice of head-flattening, {Palladino, Indian and Ihite M t|e iforthweat, Baltimore, John
Murphey & Co., 1*94, p, 1.}
^Sergeant Gass of the Lewis and Clark party state*;
"To the honor of the Flathead* who live on the west side of
the Rocky Mountains, we must mention them as exceptions
(after citing the loose morals of all the other tribes they
had met); they are the only nation on the whole route where
anything like chastity is regarded." (John Bakeless, Lewis
& Clark. ¥• Morrow & Co», 1947, p. 6.)

in du# time would be restored.
heard the beavers

Bow even maintained they

with one another and had seen them

sitting in comneil passing judgment on an offender.

The

flatheada also had their medicine mm, incantations, and
eharma.

They believed in a Good Spirit and in a Bad one and

in future states of reward or punishment.

Their heaven was

a country of perpetual summer where the deceased would meet
his wife and children, and where the rivers abounded with
fish and the plains teemed with buffalo and horses*

Their

hell was a place covered with perpetual snows where the de*
parted would be constantly shivering with cold even though

he could see a fire from afar. Water, too, was visible, but
at too great a distance for the doomed one to wet his parched
lip#.*

Moses Comes to the Mountain
Such were the people to whom Father De Smet was sent

In 1*40 to convert. For two months, he worked feverishly
instructing his newly acquired parishioners. He then return
ed to St. Louis as his original purpose was to make a cursory
inspection of the tribe and its area and report back as to
the advisability of establishing a permanent mission there.
When he left the Indians on August 27» he promised to return

the following spring with other blackrobes.

He reached St.

Louis on the eve of the new year and immediately began
^falladino, p. 5»

preparations for hi* return trip. In May, 1841, he, together
Hfith Father Q. Mengarine, Father N. Point, and three lay
brother® left St. Louis and made their way northward to the
Bitterroot Valley, where their woj± began. They arrived at
their destination on the twenty-fourth of September and
established the first mission of the mountains, St. î4ary*s.
They erected buildings Immediately and in a few weeks* time
a log chapel was built, capable of accommodating most of the
tribe,
the Coeur d'Alene Mission
Now that the mission was established, the energetic
Belgian priest looked about for means to putting to use the

soil as a mission was not only a place for religious instruc
tion, but also one for teaching the Indian the farming method#
of the white»

No seed was available, so he set out for Port

Colville, some three hundred miles away*
10

ping trip,

While on this shop13

he encountered the Coeur d'Alenes,

with whom

he was favorably impressed. His first journey for supplies
was only partially successful, and, in the spring of the
Father De Saet*s visit to Fort Colville was not only
of a material nature. He baptized one hundred and ninety per
sons on the forty-two day journey, (William N. Bischoff,
8.J..^%e Jesuits in Old Oregon. Seattlej Lowman & Handford
^Besides the Coeur d'Âlenes or "Pointed Hearts," as
their name signifies, he was received by the Lower Kalispels,
The latter tribe were so close to the Flatheads, they joined
them in the winter buffalo hunts. IIbid.. p. 33.)

following y#ar, h* ag&ia l#ft St. Mary*#, thia tim# heading
for Fort Vancouver,more than eight hundred miles away.
Again he paaaed through the land of the Coeur d'Alenee and
became convinced that they too, would be likely prospecta for

Gatholiciam.i)
By Auguet 7, he wm* back again at St. Mary**, but left
a week later for Europe to find more recruite for thia ripe

missionary field.

Before leaving home, he instructed Father

Point, who had been on the buffalo hunt, to leave the Bitter*
root mission and go to the Coeur d*Alenea,

Althougjb father

De 8met had been impressed with thia new flock, Father Point

w&s not, for he described them asi^
i%he rising water made
and the Hudson* s Bay Company*s
until May 30 so he worked with
among whom a mission was later

overland journey impossible
canoe# would not be finished
the Kettle Falls Indians,
established. (Ibid., p. 38.)

^^He had instructed the Coeur d'Alenes, but since he
was needed in other places and wanted their prayer to contin
ue until a mission could be established, he devissd this
method!
"After a long instruction of the most important
truths, I collected around me all the little chil
dren, the young boys and girls; I chose two from
among the latter, to %#hom I tau^t the Hail Mary,
assigning to each one his own particular part; then
seven for Our Father; ten others for the Commandmmnts; twelve for the Apostles Creed. .. , I re
peated to each one his own part until he knew it
perfectly, I made him repeat it five or six times.
These little Indians, forming a triangle, represented
a choir of angels, and recited their prayers, to the
great astonishment and satisfactions of the savages.
fhey continued in this manner morning and ni#it,
until one of the chiefs learned all the prayers,
which he then repeated in public." (Chittenden &
Richardson, p. 376,)
ItBischoff, p, 39.
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, » . squalid faoea, imkeapt hair, . . • r«pal»ir«
mound* emitting from the mouth, nos® and windpipe.
This external miaery feebly imaged forth the piti
able state of their souls. For at this date there
still reigned among the benighted people idolatry
so debasing that they paid divine honors even to
the vilest animals, a moral abandonment which knew
no eheek save oaprioe# a passion for gambling so
absorbing that it trenched even upon their time
for sleep, unmitigated sloth whieh nothing but
the pangs or hunger oould make them shake off,
and finally as habitual inclination to cheating,
gluttony and every mean vice, # ,
In spite of this rather disappointing first impres
sion, Father Point and Brother Huet established a mission on

the St. Joe River in November, 1842 which took the name
Sacred Heart. So St. K*ry*#, only a year old had been re
sponsible for the founding of another mission, one which
gained importance and outlived its founder.
The Pend d'Oreilles

In 1#44; Father De 3met returned from Europe with more
recruits.

He decided that a mother house for all Jesuit* in

the Oregon territory was needed, and, in October, St. Francis
Xavier was established on the shores of Lake Ignatius in the
present Washington. He summoned Father De Vos from the
Flathead mission to take charge of this latest addition to
his family of missions. Father Hoecken who had taken over
the mission of the Coeur d'Alenes had become estranged from
his flock and together with Father De Vos was sent to the
land of the Pend d'Oreille#^* and here they established a

15Father De Smet had met the Pend d* Oreilles in 1Ô41
and 1042 on his trips to 6oiville and Vancouver and wa# moat
favorably impressed. {Bisehoff, p# 50.)
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ml##ion knows as St. Michael»a.

Father Hoaokan had nothing but praise for this tribal
organisation:

The first thing which struck ma on my arrival
among tham was a truly brotherly love and perfect
union, which animated tba whole tribe and aaamad
to make tham but one family# fhay manifest great
love, obedience and respect for their chiefs, and
what ia atill more admirable# they all, a# their
chiefs declare, apeak and dealre but one and the
same thing. These chiefs are aa much the real
fathers of their people aa is a good auperior the
father of a religioua commnity. The chiefs
among the Kalispelal? apeak calmly, but never in
vain, the in#tant th«gr Intimate their wish to one
of their followers, he sets to work to aecoB#llg&
It. If anyone is involved in difficulties-.if he
ia in want or 8icknea#~*or does he wish to under
take a journey, whether long or short—he consults
his chief, and shapes his conduct in accordance
with the advice he receives. Even with regard to
marriage, the Indians consult their chiefs, who
can sanction or postpone or disapprove of it, ac
cording as they deemed it conducive, or otherwise,
to the happiness of the parties# A man who had a
hereditary ailment would not obtain a marriage
permit » because* says the chief, *the village
would otherwise soon be filled up with people of
that kind, and they would never listen to reason, *
, .. The chief, in the quality of a father, en
deavors to provide for the support of his people.
It is he, consequently, who regulates hunting,
fishing, and the gathering of roots and fruit.
All the game and fish are brought to his lodge,
and divided into as many shares as there are fami
lies, The distribution is made with rigid impar
tiality. The old, the infirm, the widow will
receive their siiare equally with the hunter.
However, he was not so impressed with their religious
l&Ghittenden and Richardson, p. 458.
l^The name Kalispell or Calispel is used interchange
ably with Pend d«Oreilles, both Upper and Lower tribes. The
word fend d'Oreilles, a name given them by French traders due
to their mode of dress, refers to "ear drop#".

*11"

Of spiritual things# they are utterly ignorant.
Uallke the Indian# eaat of the mountain#, they had
no idea of a future state or of a Great Spirit,
neither had th«v any idea of a aoul; in fast, they
had not word# in their language to express such
idea#* They considered themmelve* animal#* nearly
allied to the beaver, but greater than the beaver,
* because the beaver build# houses like u#, and he
i# very cunning; true, but we ©ateh the beaver and
he eannot eatch u#, therefore, we are greater than
he,* They thought that when they died, that was
the last of them. While thus ignorant, it was
nothing uneommon for the* to bury the very old and
the very young alive, beoauae, they said 'these
eannot take eare of themselves and we eannot take
oare of them and they had better die&*
Governor Steven#, in a letter to the President, eleven
year# later^ also mentioned their #uper#tltion#*19
* • . Before the advent of the missionaries, the
inhabitants, . • • still believed that evil and bad
luek emanated from a fabulous old woman or #oroore##.
They were great believer# in charms and medicine;
Every man had his particular medicine, or charm and
from it they expected either good or ill, With some
it would be a mouse, with others the deer, buffalo,
elk, salmon, bear, etCi . « ; and whichever it was,
the savage would carry a portion of it constantly
with him* The tail of a mouse, or fur, hoof, claw,
feather, fin or scale, of whatever it might be,
became the amulet. When a young man grew up he was
not yet considered a man until he had discovered hi#
medicine i His father would send him to the top of
a high mountain in the neighborhood of the present
mission; here he was obliged to remain without food
until he had dreamed about an animal; the first one
so dreamed about becoming his medicine for life. Of
course, anxiety, fatigue, cold and fasting would
render his eleep troubled and replete with dream#;
In a short time he would have dreamed of #at he
wanted and return to his home, a man,
father Jo#et, a Jesuit who came out in 1650, described
l*Ghlttenden and Richardson, p. 1270.

^^ibid.
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them as *given over to superatitioas of a gross fetiah toward
the furle# of a apirlt of vemgemce aad to a double Immorality,
that of gambling and polygamy***^

Sueh was the Coeur d'Alene tribe in the eye* of the
whites.

The first site of the new mission had been rather

horriedly eeleeted by Father De Voa and it soon became neoee*
aary to look about for a more auitable place. In thla a*&rdh
Father De 8met who had left St. Mary'e on hie way to Van*
couver a few days after Baater, had a prominent part.

He

stopped at the miaaion where he was reteived "amidat volley#
of muaketry and the sounding of trumpet#.He and Father
Hoecken then went in search of a new location for their
miaaion, which waa to alao be known as 8t, Ignatius.

The First St# Ignatius Mission
The site eeleeted for the mission, near the present

Guaick, Washington, was not only impressive, but seemed to
meet the agricultural needa of the mission^

De Smet describ

ed their find aa;*^
The country, generally on both sides of the Goeur
d'Alene river and lake is rolling and beautifUl^
It is intersperaed with many email prairies. • .
I have no question that all the country. « • a
region of 3000 or 4000 square miles, is adapted
to graaing and culture. A small portion will be
occupied by the mountain spurs or isolated peaks,
ZOsischoff, p, )1.
^^Chittenden and Richardson, p. 457,

P' 1274.
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capable simply of furnishing timber and fuel.
Before the buiMing was completed, the missionaries

began eeektag the good will of the Indiana, They gave them
small presents and maoifeeted a great Intereat in their wel
fare,

The aplritual progress of the mission manlfeated itself

at the outset.

All adulte, led by the chiefa, were baptized

ahd the beada were said every eveaiag in public.

One of the

chiefs remarked, ^The people look to the Father and love him.
They say that if the Father should # away, they would die.*23
For the first two years, the missionaries and the

Indians found living quite difficult. The missionaries lived
in skin lodges and accompanied the natives on their periodic

hunts and fishing trips. Their diet consisted of camas
roots and dried berries together with a little wheat which
they boiled in the beard for fear of waste.

As a substitute

for coffee, they parched some of the grains.
Potatoes were also raised. The Indians had been quite

successful in growing them even before the advent of the mis
sionaries.

Father De Smet was surprised and described them

as the "finest I have ever seen since I left the 0.
These potatoes were cultivated in common fields rather than
individual plots and the scheme worked so well that the mis
sionaries adopted it.

In many cases, some individuals who

p. 1270.
P* 347,

•"X4*'
had started to farm on their own gave up and went to work in
the common field*.25
The new location for the miaeion, however, did not
fulfill the expectation* which De 3m@t had first mentioned
and *oon it wa* beeet by many difficultie*.
the severe winters.

One of theae was

Father Hoecken wrote in the latter part

of March, 1849, mentioning that there was ten feet of snow on

the ground. Such conditions restricted farming operations to
April and May.^*

High water also added to their troubles.

In the spring of 1145, the Indians lost all the potatoes, and
barely enough wheat and barley were saved for aeed for the
following year.

They tried again the next year, but their

100 acre field was reduced to a marsh.2?
The animals and the young Indian workers sank
knee-deep in the mud while in the flooded sec
tion, two plows were in constant use for fifteen
days, the Indians behind them keeping up their
courage with song.

Such losses forced them to a diet of "pine moss cooked
with a little gamache, a meal of which no beggar would care

to taste."

The Indians resigned themselves to their troubles,

believing them to be punishment for their sins, while their
success they attributed to Qod.^^

^^Garraghan, p. 305.
^^Ibid.. p. 309.
^^Ibid.. p. 307.
2*0ne day, a blackrobe was praising a young hunter for
his skill. He blushed and replied, smiling, "I am no hunter
at all. I pray and when the Great Spirit send a deer my way,
I let fly at him and he is dead." (Chittenden and Richard
son, p. 460.)

-15.
After two years of crop failure they began to show
eigne of prosperity and when Father De 3met visited them in
IB49, he was quite pleased with their material progress. He
noted that they had put up fourteen log houses, a stable, a

large barn, a wooden houee eontmining a kitchen, dormitory,
dining roo% and office.

They had upward of three hundred

acres in grain plu# thirty head of cattle and the squaws had
learned to milk the cows and were raising a few hog# and

ohiekens.
Hotwithstanding this, it soon became evident that a
more suitable place must be found. The land was poor and
there wa# not enough of it to offer farms for all the
families.

The severe winters continued and, in the spring,

floods inundated the farms. Most of the big game had been
destroyed during the first few year# as the hunters had
killed three hundred a day.^?

The priests wanted a place

more centrally located to serve other tribes, such as the
Upper Pend d'Oreilles, so they looked about for a new site
for the mission.
Thus the year 1851 brought to a close the first ten
year# of missionary activity of the Jesuits in the Northwest.

Six missions had been established in this period and five
remained active.

These included:

St. Francis Xavier, the

mother house, located on the shores of Lake Ignatius, founded
in September, 1&44 by Father De 3met with Father De Vos left
. p. 467.
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in charge; the Mission of the Sacred Heart, founded in
NoTember, 1Ô44, among the Coeur d*Alenea, but moved in I846
to about ten milts from Coeur d* Alene Lake by Father licholaa
Point; 3t. Paul*8 among the Kettle Fall* Indiana, eatabliahed in July, 1845 by Father De Smet in the nei^boitood
of fort Colville; 8t« Franoia Bwgia among the Upper Pend
d*Oreille9 in 1Ô45 and St. Peter*e north of the Kettle Falls
tribe, along the Columbia River in 1Ô45»
St. Mary*a, among the Flatheada, was closed in 1050^^
and no mission was left in what is now Montana.

It was not

until 1054 that a new St. Ignatius waa established to take
the place of St. Kary* a and to carry on the noble work among
the Flatheada. St. Mary** would always be the first mission
within the preaent boundaries of Montana, but St. Ignatius
would far aurpaaa her in influence*

2%h® reason# for closing St# Mary*a are many. Misaionarlea were needed in the newest office of the Mountain
MissionsI that of California, Father Michael Aoooli had
been appointed Superior of the Rocky Mountain Missions in
1850 and his predilection had been for California. Father
Accoli had had a misunderstanding with Father Blanchet and a
mission at Oregon City had been abandoned. The Blackfeet
were molesting St. Mary's Mission, too. Another reason
often advanced for the closing of St. Mary* s was the pollut
ing influence of the white prospectors who flocked around the
mission in the winter and who spent their time gambling and
drinking and who poisoned the minds of the Indians against
the blackrobes. Father Mengarini, who had seemed to aggra
vate the Indians, was another reason. (Bischoff, 38 ff.)

GHAPTm II
THE EARU HI8T0BI Of THE MISSION (I8)4.ie89)
Th# mew St. Ignmtiu# ##t*blimh#d tn Montana was the
suoc#»#or of St. Ignatius Mission on Lake P#ad d*Or#ill#.
Th# missionaries thsr# had b##n looking about for a mor#
e#ntrally located station for the Indians of present western
Montana and one where they would not suffer so greatly from

the spring floods which had mad# life miserable at the first
mission.
Th# new site for th# present St. Ignatius Mission was

selected by Father M#n#tr#y and Brother KcGean, in consulta
tion with the chiefs of the P#nd d&Or#ill#s,

Th# missionary

and the Indians agreed on a very beautiful and breathtaking

location.

This new mission had its setting in the valley of

the Mission Rang# in the northwestern section of what is now
Montana#

These mountains rise #ight thousand feet into the

air and are covered with snow the year round. The two high
est peaks are called the Twin Sisters du# to their similarity
in shape and height.

A little to the left of these is

Elizabeth Falls,^ four thousand feet high. Lake McDonald is
only a few miles to the northeast and St. i4ary*s Lake a
iMamed by General Meagher just before his mysterious
death in the Missouri River, near Fort Benton, ( Palladino,
p, 93.)
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little to the southeast of the mission.

Other small bodies

of water add beauty to this "hidden valley",2 called by the
Indians, "3inieleman," meaning "meeting place."

The valley

is about twelve miles wide and thirty miles long, extending

from the base of Flathead Lake to the present railway station,
Ravalli.
To this natural setting came Father Adrian Hoecken in
the fall of 1^54.

He bad left his work at the old St. Igna

tius Mission to replace Father Joseph Menetrey.

Father

Hoeekea celebrated his first Mass in the open air of this
wonderful valley with many Pend d*Veilles in attendance.

Not only did the priest administer to the spiritual needs of
the Indians, but began construction of a log cabin to house

himself and fellow workers who later arrived. This cabin
still stands as a reminder of the early beginnings of the
mission.

Soon other buildings appeared—a chapel, two houses

and a carpenter and blacksmith shop. Some eighteen thousand
rails were cut and split for use in the projects.

During

the next few years, the missionaries labored on additions to

the physical plant.

They erected a floor mill, the stones

of which had been quarried and cut from native rock^ and a

2At this time the valley was reached by a natural open
ing which was known only to "angels and the Indians." (Ibid..
p. 92.)
^Mr. Albert J, Partell, an authority on Northwest His
tory, contends the mill stones were purchased from Missoula
and not hewn from native rock. He bases his contention on th#
fact that there is no rock suitable for these stones in the
vicinity of the mission and also that mill stones of the same
period bearing like iron rings in the center and similar shape
were found in Missoula.

-19whip saw mill. Th@y built a dam across a nearby creek and
thtts secured the power for both plants.

The whip saw mill

later furnished the Itwber for the construction of the first
church, forty feet by one hundred feet, plu# a belfry, some
fifty feet high.

Wooden pins were used to fasten the frame

together as nail# were too scare® and expeneive.

Such building activity plus hi# adrainistering to the
native#, kept Father Hoecken very busy during the beginning
period of the mission.

So Indefatigable were his efforts

that he earned the praise of the general superior. Father I.

Congiato, who visited the mission in the eummer of 1Ô56î^
He doe# the work of several men and ha# succeeded
in uniting together three nations under his
spiritual jurisdiction.
Number# of these tribes moved into the valley and

soon the little community was surrounded by scores of wigwarn», the homes of the pari#hion#r#.

Father Hoecken was

happily surprised at the result# of this movement by the
Indian# to the new location.

Over one thousand of the dif

ferent tribes, Upper Pend d'Oreilles and some Lower Pend

d'Oreilles drifted in during the winter when they heard of
the arrival of the long-awaited blackgown. These Indian#
proved to be willing converts to the new religion which the

Jesuits had brou#t and many were baptised in this faith of
the founding fathers.

While St. Ignatius Mission was thus getting established
^Falladino, p. 74.
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in the wilderness of present Montana, reorganization of all
the Morthweet missions was going on. In the year of the
founding of St. Ignatius Mission, 18$4, the Rocky Mountain
Missions were withdrawn from the St. Louis Jesuits, due to
lack of financial support and transferred to the Oregon
branch of the order. Two years later. Father Congiato was
appointed Superior of both the California and Oregon missions*
On the same day, these two became a joint dependence of the

Jesuit province of Turin, Italy,^
The Council Grove Treaty of l*5g
After this reorganisation of the missions had been
completed; other developments were taking place in the
Northwest which were to affect the progress of St* Ignatius
- Mission, The next year, 1^55, came the treaty at Council
Grove which established a great Indian reservation for the
three nations near the mission. In the negotiation of this

treaty, the missionary played an Importart role.

At this

meeting between the agents of the United States government
and the Chiefs of the Flathead#, Upper Pend d*Oreilles and
Kootenais was Father Hoecken's first official contact with
the representatives of the government and was the beginning
of a long and difficult struggle between the two agencies
which were to aid the Indian,

Governor Isaac J. Stevens, Superintendent of Indian
^Gilbert G. Garraghan,
Jesuits
the Middle United
states. lew lerk: American Frees, 1936, Vol, i, p. 3)9.
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Affairs, r*pr#@#nt#d the governmeat in the negotiation*.
Father Hoaokan* oama by invitation to the deliberation# and
affixed hi# signature to the eompleted document*

The treaty

provided for a reservation for the "exclusive ooeupany of

the tribes, to be known as the Confederated Tribes of Platheads. Fend d«Oreilles and Kootenai»,"

The rest of the

Indian-claimed land was oeded to the government.

In return

for this, the government promised school teachers, a black

smith and a carpenter to train the Indiana in the fields of
agriculture, mechanics, and the ways of the white man.

Thi#

treaty also promised the sum of one hundred twenty thousand

dollars to be paid in installments to the Indians to reim
burse them for the loss of land.

Another agreement was

reached between Governor Stevens and Father Hoeeken, in
which the missionary agreed to perform for the government
the conducting of schools with certain government financial
assistance.
Early Problems of the Mission
Acting under the implied promises of the government,
althou#! no specific mention had been made of mission
^Governor Stevens had this to say of Father Hoeekenî
. . whose influence over these Indians is almost unbounded,
, .. he has labored faithfully among the Indian tribes for
the last ten years, and has gained his influence by energy,
devotion and the natural ascendency of a patient and indom
itable will# He has promised to interpose no obstacle what
ever to the views of the government, and I have confidence
in his singleness of purpose." (Letter from Isaac I. Stevens
to George M, Manypenay, Coœaissioner of Indian Affairs, dated
Council Grove, Bitterroot Valley, %,T,, «îùly 16, lo5§# .Pacific
M6rthw#*t 9a*E&*E&Z, july, 19)#, P* )1J.)
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àGhoola, a school was begun at 3t. Igaatlu#, but no money
was fortheoffiing.

Even the specific su» promised by the gov

ernment to the Indians for their land was never paid in full
and it is extremely doubtful if any of it reached the hand#
of the Indians»

As the missionaries had no money of their

own, the school was forced to close until IÔ64» at which time
the fathers were able to carry on at their own expense.
Such lack of finances affected not only the school,
but the mission itself.

The work of the mission continued

only by the aid of Father De Sm#t and the generous contrib
utors of the St. Louis area, %ney, blankets, seeds and
agricultural implements were forwarded by Father De Smet to
the mission.

Althou# Father Hoecken had asked for about a

thousand dollars* worth of goods, Father De Smet was able to
provide only about three hundred dollars for these supplies.
The goods were shipped along with the government goods to
Fort Benton to save the cost of transportation#?
Other problems faced the mission at this time, besides
the constant press of money.

One of these was the Indian

wars. War against the whites had broken out among the lower
Columbia and Northern California tribes and Father
7Transportation on the Missouri was quite expensive
at this time. Father Be Smet wrote in November, 1866;
"A# to the price of passage upon the steamers from St.
Louis to Fort Benton, it amounts to three hundred dollars
for each passanger; and for all that he brings beyond fifty
pounds, he pays from fifteen to twenty cents a pound.*
(Chittenden and Richardson, p. 1237.)

-23Ravalli^ who wa« at St. Ignatius Mission, feared an outbreak
among the Flathead*.
His fears were not realised, however, as the Indian#
of the mountains did not join in the conflict.

Their dis-

tanoe from the war theatre and their alight intercourse with
the warring tribes, plus the influence of the missionary in

spreading the doctrine* of peace were the reasons for not
participating in the fight.

Although not actively engaged

in this war, it* effect warn felt at the mission as the

storehouses were empty and there was little hope of securing
other supplies.
The other Indian tribes near the vicinity of the
miaaion also caused *ome alarm to the missionary.

The old

hostility between the Blackfeet and the Confederated tribe*
continued as many of the principal chief* of the Platheada
had been killed by Blaekfeet in 18$1.

largely due to the

^Father Anthony Ravalli wa@ bom in Ferrara, Italy,
May 16, 1812. At the age of fifteen he entered the Society
of Jesus, and after hi# novitiate he devoted himself for
several year* to the study of belles-lettres, philosophy,
mathematics and the natural sciences. He took hi# final vow#
in 1644 while on his way to the Rocky Mountain* with Father
De Smet. Always seeking to improve him*elf, he studied medi
cine and also became quite proficient as an artist and
mechanic. He worked for many years among the mission* of the
mountains and served for a time in California, returning to
the mountain# in 1S63, #ere he re-established St, Mary's
Mission in I&64. Many of the miners as well as the Indians
benefited from his teachings as a priest and skill as a physi
cian. He died at St. Mary's on October 2, IB64. His funeral
attended by all the Flathead* and neighboring tribe*, plus a
great many whites attested to his great number of friend*.
The railway station, Ravalli, forty miles from Missoula, was
named after him. (Palladino, p. 73 ff.)

efforts of the missionary* however, relations had improved
five years later to such an extent that Father Hoeoken wrote
had several Blackfeet here. They behaved ex-

in 1856:9
tremely well.*

Hoping to maintain the friendly relation* and

to pacify eome of the remaining homtility, father Hoeeken warn
ordered to leave St. Ignatius in 1858 and start a Mission
among the Blackfeet.

Thus St. Peter*s was eatabliahed a

short distance above the San River. Due to the efforts of
this good misaionary* the Blaokfeet became quite pacified
until the rush of the miner# into their lands#

They then

became so incensed against the whites that the missionaries
had to leave St. Peter's and flee for their lives to St.

Ignatiua.lO
Relations with the other tribes also continued to be
strained.

The Flathead* and the Crow* had extremely bitter

feeling* toward one another as Father Hoecken's letter
testifies:

The Crows stole about twenty horses from our
nation. A few days after, others visited our
camp. The remembrance of this theft so excited
the people that, forgetting the law of nations,
which secures protection to even the greatest
enemy as soon as he puts foot within the camp,
they fell upon our poor guests and killed two
of them ere they had time to escape.
Among the other difficulties facing the early growth
^Chittenden and Richardson, p# 1247,

lOst, Peter's remained closed from 1866 to 1874,
(Palladino, p. 211.)
llChittenden and Aichardaon, p. 1239.
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of the laission was the movement of whites in large number*

lato the gold fields of the area.

Governor Stevens, while

making surveys for a railroad route to the Pacific, a move
which would encourage more of an influx, wrote in 1866;^^
The missions are all in great danger. The rich
mines are now attracting attention and thousands
of whites will soon be on the move, to take pos
session of them. ... Unhappy times, I am
afraid, may befall the Indians of the mountains
before long. Two years ago, whilst I was with
the army in Oregon, the transportation of liquor
toward the newly discovered mines of Colville
was immense and the baneful effects on the poor,
simple savages was soon felt.
One of the missionaries had written after Father De Sm#t*s
visit in 1863*13
Today it is upon us; and this ceaseless current
of immigrations, following one another like the
waves of the sea, will, I think be the sorrow
and ruin of our poor Indians.
Sickness was also a problem which confronted the mis
sionary from the outset. The priests even found themselves
called to administer to the sick far from the mission. In
1Ô57, a young Pend d'Oreille, between the age of twelve and
fourteen was taken ill at Council Grove, some forty miles
away,

A messenger was dispatched for a priest from the mis

sion and one of the fathers came, diagnosed the illness as a
case of pneumonia, left some medicine and returned home. The
youth began to show signs of recovery when a person who seemed
to know a little about everything intervened and administered
IZikii-. p. 1321.
Wlbid.. p. 1518.

-26soœ® medicine from a bottle which had no label, and as a
result, the boy died.^^
The Effect of Religion on the Indian
In spite of these numerous problems, the mission
progressed.

The Indians flocked to St* Ignatius and by 1062

there were between twelve and fifteen hundred Pend d*Oreilles
and Kalispels or Upper Fend d*Oreilles, about six hundred
Flathead# and a thousand Kootenai at or near the mission,
Many of these, after receiving the instruction from the
fathers, eagerly embraced the new-found religion.

Usually,

the women and children were baptised first, followed by the
men of the tribes.

Father De Smet, in his visit of 1859,

commented on the effects of Christianity on these people.
After mentioning the fraternal union, evangelic simplicity,
innocence and peace which the Indians manifested in his
presence, he goes on to praise their honesty:
Their honesty is so great and so well known, that
the trader leaves his storehouse entirely, the
door remaining unlocked often during his for weeks.
The Indians go in and out and h^p themselves to
what they need and settle with the trader on his
return. He assured me, himself, that in doing
business with them in this style he never lost the
value of a pin.

Mr. Doty, a special agent for the government also
^Frank H. Woody, "Reminiscences of the Early Days of
Missoula County," edited by A. J, Partoll, Montana Magasine
of History. April, 1952, p. 63,
15st. Ignatius Mission, "House Diary," ms., now at the
Jesuit Historical Archives, Mount St. Michaels, Washington,
September 9, 1909 entree.

•27noted thi» mut honesty, when Alexander and five principal

men of the tribe had returned epme horses which two young
brave* bad stolenj^^

thus the six Indiana proved themaelvee not only
honeat, but brave in the hig&eat degree, coming
as they did, five days and night® into an enemy*a
country, simply to do an act of justice to
strangers.
This was quite an aecoaplishment for the Indiana, for they
did not consider horse-stealing to be criminal, before the
advent of the miaaionary.

This change in the behavior of the Indian was attri
buted to the practice of the faith which the converte had
embraced.

The religious fervor, which the Flathead* poa-

*e**ed, was noted by the teatimony of the agent stationed
near the missions

These people possess strong religious feelings
as the well-filled and oommodioua church of the
Reverend Fathers of St. Ign*tius Mission on
every Sabboth testifies.
The Opening of the School
Not satisfied with the changes noted in the nature of
the older men of the tribes, but realising the real hope and

th# immediate task of the missionaries was to develop the
young along the line* of Christian behavior, they turned

their energy to providing mere buildings and teachers for
l&Ghittendea and Richardson, p* 1272.
l?Ibid.. p. 1227.

the education of the Indian youth*.

Father De Smet had noted that materials were ready for
the oenatruotlon of aehool building*, but that Father Oraasi,

who had a*#umed control of the mission, was at a loss for
nun* to conduct the educational establishment.

Father De

Smet again came to the rescue, and on his return voyage to
St. Louia, approached the Slater* of Charity of the Houae of
Providence, located at Montreal, Canada*
The requeat for Slater* wa* anawered favorably and#
in June, 1864, four nun* from the House of Providence depart
ed from Montreal to their new job* in the frontier of present
Montana.

Slater Mayy of the Infant Jesus was in chargé of

the group conaiatlng of Slater Mary Edward, Slater Paul Mlkl
and Slater Semi.

Thl* courageous band travelled to the

destination in the wilderness via Mew York, the 4sthmus of
Panama and San Francisco and reached Vancouver on July 16.
After a few day# rest, they left for Walla Walla, in the

present Washington, the outfitting and starting point for all
travel to the upper country.
By September 17, all was in readiness for the overland
journey.

Besides the four sisters, there were Father J.

Glorda, Father G, Ga%*oll, Father F. X. Kupplns, plus two

Irish laymen, who were in charge of the prairie schooner on
which was carried the luggage and effect* of the party.
Travelling by horseback and boat, the group reached the

Coeur d'Alene mission on October 5.

After resting for two
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days, they resumed their journey and reached the agency on
the seventeenth of the month. By evening of this day, they
were at the mission ready to begin their work.

Crowds of

Indiana gathered about the nuns and welcomed them with this
lâ
salutation:
You are the first white women who ever crossed
the high Rocky Mountains, The Indians admire
your bravery.
The Sisters immediately set about teaching the "wild
daughters of the forest" by opening a boarding school for
girls.

This was the first mission school of its kind in the

Horthwest.

Besides the ordinary academic subjects, garden

ing, housekeeping and sewing were taught,
The missionaries hoped, at this time, to set up a
boarding school for boys, but as this was financially impos
sible, a day school^* was established, but this proved to be
an utter failure.
Even though the government had provided eighteen
hundred dollars for the school, which sum was to be the last
governmental aid for a

decade,the

financial burden proved

l&The Institute of Providence, Sisters of Providence
in Oregon, 1856, kntreal, 1949, p. 90.
^^The government preferred the industrial boarding
school and hence denounced the day school. The mission day
school was patterned after the white day school. Pupils lived
with their parents, with whom they received industrial train
ing after school hours. The missionaries met the Indians on
friendly terms and encouraged them to take part in a commun
ity program of a practical nature. (Evelyn 0. Adams, American
Indian Education. New York: King's Crown Press, 1946, p. 45.)
20ln 1670,Congress authwtiaed the first annual appropri
ation for Indian education. A sum of one hundred thousand
dollars was set aside for the support of boarding and other
schools among tribes not otherwise provided for.

-30very great.

It looked for a time that the girls* school would

have to he closed, ao the Sisters and the Fathers went on a
tour to secure enough fund* to keep the eetabliahment going.
They canvamaed the mtptng camp* of the territory be&ging tor
money and through the generosity of the miners, the school
warn aaved.

The Government Policy Toward the Miaaion
Such success on the part of the mlqaionary continued
in the next year* although few record* are available until
1671*

During these years, however, the government was begin

ning to take an interest in the Indian problem.

President

Grant, Who aaaumed office in 1869, began a policy which aimed

to;21
. . . achieve the civilization and the ultimate
citizenship of the Indiana through peaceful
means.
The President hoped to accomplish his purpose by
transferring control of Indian affairs from the military to
the Department of the

^2

Interior.

help the Department in

its new job, a board of commissioners was organised in 1069.
This board consisted of ten prominent citizens appointed by
the President, who served without pay, but who received

travelling expenses if their travel was in an official
capacity.

Their job was to supervise annuity payments,

21Adams, p. 47.
2*Ibld., p. 4*.

-31inspect agencies and make recoiamendations for the improvement
of the Indian service.

In 1873, inspectors were appointed

and six year# later, the special agents were created iriio had
duties similar to those of the inspectors.
For many years, the agentwas the only governmental
representative among the Indians,

He was the important

field officer after 1&70 when the post of superintendent was
abolished. It is through the reports of the agent to th®
Secretary of the Interior that the progress of St, Ignatius
Mission and the dealings of the government with the mission
can be noted in the years 1870 to 1889*
Removal of the Indians to the Jocko Reservation
These reports of the agent mentioned the continued
settlement of the Bitterroot valley by the whites which was

to have a great effect on the mission and the Indians of the
area.
As hundreds of settlers poured into the Bitterroot
valley, the agent began clamoring for the removal of the

Flatheads to the general reservation on the Jocko River,
Under such a move, the Indians would be compensated for

their improvements on their farms in the Bitterroot or else
would be given land in as good a condition on the Jocko
reservation.

Charles Jones, the agent at this time, recom

mended the former, stating the total cost of repaying the
23lbld.. p. 81.

-32Indiaas for their iœprov®»«ats would not exceed five thousand
dollars.
He emphasized the removal was "one of vital interest
to the Indiana, themaelve# and the eitisens of this territory."

By 1671, there were about a thousand white settlers

in the valley and they were busily improving and hoping to

enlarge their farms.

As the numbers of whites increased, so

/ did their complaints against the red man.

One of the out*

standing complaints was that the Indians did not remain on
their farms the year around, but went on buffalo hunts in
the spring and the fall.

Before starting on the hunt, the

Indians would steal the horses of the whites and then trade
them off to the Indians on the east side of the aountains,^^
Here is noted that no matter how much the church attendance
of the Indians increased and how great the changes in the
Indians habits seemed to be, there was always the tendmmcy
of the Indian to revert to his old ways.

Such a return to their habits of their ancestors made
the agent side in with the white settlers of the area in de
manding that the Indians be removed from the Bltterroot,

The

Indians, on the other hand, were quite stubborn in their in
sistence to remain in their ancient homes.

Some of them

feared the government would not protect them any better from

the encroaching whites on the Jocko,
24By IÔ7I there were about liOO Indians living on the
reservation, (Report of J. A. Vlall, Superintendent of
Indian Affairs, Report of the Commiesloner of Indian Affairs
to the secretary of the Interior, 1871, p, 413.)

Âs the whites continued to press the Indian to such a
degree that their aettlement "hedged these people in so
closely there is scarcely grazing room for their cattle and
horses," according to the agent*s report, the government
found it necessary to act in support of the whites.
Basing its decision largely on the reports of the
agents and the whites, the government acted in February of
1872, when an executive order was issued for the removal of

the Flatheads to the general reservation on the Jocko River.
An act of Congress followed which allowed those Indians Wio
had farms in the Bitterroot and chose to remain in the valley
to do so. If, however, they decided to move, a moderate sure
had been set aside for their iaqprovements.

Some of the

Indians still felt distrust for the government and they re
fused to move.

A considerable band, however, left the Bit

terroot for the Jocko reservation.
The promises of the government in the year 1072 went

unfulfilled as had those of IÔ55, Father Palladino wrote in
1872 complaining of the government's failure to keep its

wordî^^
. . . one of th# stipulations was that they would
have houses built for them on the Jocko, not a
single house has been built at government ex
panse, . . . those who live in houses, the mis
sionary has built them. . , the hospital, provided
for in the treaty, has not been built yet.
The agent, although he had been one of the loudest
in favor of removal, complained of the government*®
25aeport of the Gommieaioaer of Inaian Affair#, 1672,
p• ISè•
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. . . o f t h e twenty houses ordered built, . . Aug
ust 27, 1872, not one h&s been finished, nor did
the work on the four which had been oommeneed
amount to me much a@ the completion of one.
Cooperation of Agent and Miseionary in Reducing Crime

Thus finding themselves both on the same side in
their denunciation of the government, the agent and the aisalonary gradually drew closer together until they had reached
a fine degree of cooperation in their dealing* with the
Indians.

Through such cooperation the liquor traffic^? in

the vicinity of the mission was reduced to such a degree that
the agent was able to report in 1873;

I take pleasure in stating that I have never seen
an Indian of this Confederation under the influ
ence of liquor or evince a spirit of hostility
to the whites.
five years later, he was able to

report5

. . . very little crime of any description can be
charged to the Indians of this reservation. The
missionary work performed by the fathers. . .
has its salutary effect upon the Indians, keeping

2%eport of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1673,
p. 249.
27". .. at the last term of the U.S. District Court
held at Deer Lodge, two white men, convicted of selling whis
key to Indians under my charge, were sentenced to the peni
tentiary, one for eighteen months, the other six months,"
(Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1871, p. 424.)
Z^Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1873,
p. 250.

p. 88.

29Eeport of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1876,

-35thm in wholesome restraint, guarding their morals,
and gradually leading them to the puraait of hap
piness, through sturdy toil, morality and selfdependence. The tribal laws and the law# of re
ligion forbid polygamy and adultery and it would
be hard to find a oommnnity of the eame number,
even among Christian civilisation, where as few
of these crimes are in practice. . . there are
of course, eome uncontrollable characters of both
sexes, Wio visit the neighboring town and through
the demoralizing effects of whisky cause disgrace
to themselves and scandal to the tribes.
10
Again, the next year, he statedr

. • • the marriage rite, which in every case is
performed by the missionaries, is respected
and enforced.
Such cooperation between the government and the mis
sionary like that at 3t, Ignatius Mission led the officials
at Washington, D.C., to commentî31

. .. when an Indian becomes a Christian, he
abandons all the cherished customs and traditions
of his nation, cuts off his scalp lock, adopts
civilised garments, and goes to work for a living.
The material, as well as the moral change is far
greater than in the case of the white man, and
there is ample proof that he is usually as con
sistent a Christian, in his simple way, as the
average white man*
The best behaved group of the Confederation were the

Pend d*Oreill0s, who made up the majority, but the Kootenai*
marred the record as they still had an ardor for gambling,
which led the agent to remark"prevented them from acoumulating property."

3%eport to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1879,
p. 94.
^^Report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1872,
p. 5.

32Report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1#75,
p. 304.
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This cooperation between the agent and the missionary
did not end with the problem of crime.

Realising the needs

of the school, Jones, in 1872 recommended an increase in the
appropriation for the school to the sum of three thousand
dollars.

Although the yearly cost of the school exceeded

four thousand dollars, the government paid only eighteen
hundred dollars, while the Fathers and the Sisters had to
make up the balance.
An Increased amount of governmental aid was also need
ed to help the priests in raising of crops at the mission.
As crickets had destroyed the crops of the Pend d*Oreilles

in 1871, and seriously damaged those of the Flatheads, the
Superintend ent recommended that twelve thousand dollars for

relief be granted and asked for an additional five thousand
dollars for much needed agricultural implements.

Progress in Spite of Broken Promises
The government aid did not increase, although the
enrollment at the school did.

By 1873, there were twenty-

seven pupils at the boarding school and fifty on the rolls
of the day school.

The pupils were taught spelling, reading,

writing, arithmetic, geography, gramsar and history#

The

girls received not only these subjects, but also additional
instruction in household duties.

As was to be evident a$l

the time, the boarding students were making good progress,
while the day students very little.

The post-school environ

ment of those attending the day school undermined all the

-37works which the Fathers tried to do for the boys.
Realiziag the aeceasity of educating both sexes under
the earn® conditions, the agent made a special plea to the
government for a boarding school for boys, too. His words
had the desired effect and, in 187#, an industrial and agri

cultural school for boys was opened.

Aa usual the government

failed to provide adequate funds for the feeding and cloth
ing of the students.

In spite of this, the missionary, to

gether with qualified teachers, began to teach field work,
milling, shop work, and printing, as well as academic sub
jects.

The priests were especially successful with the boys

in the field of printing.

Even before the opening of this

boarding school for boys, the missionaries had been working
with some of the day students in training them in this work.
Special priests were sent from Italy to instruct the
boys in setting type and Fathers Van Qorp and Diomedi arrived
in the fall of 1674 to set up the printing establishment.

A

press was ordered from St. Louis at a cost of five hundred
dollars, although its final cost was twice that amount due
to shipping charges. This press arrived at the mission in
1676.

"Silver Dick" Butler, an old-time Montana newspaper

man, helped install it and even worked with the Fathers in
the type setting for some of their products.33
During the years 1876 to 1886 many books were published

33
Eufus Coleman, ms., "Montana Imprints,** p. 78 ff.

from the press at the mission.Father Joseph Glorda worked
with Father Mengariai froj^ i860 on.

Theae two mwn prepared

a mwiem gramoar and ayntax from the Kaliapel language
closely reaeahling Saliah# and by 1Ô74 had a dictionary in

shape for printing.

Narrativea from the scriptures, a cate

chism, a dictionary in the Mem Perce langmage, plu* other
stories concerning the Coeur d* Alene* were printed by the
preae at the miaaion.

There wtre alao aome job printing,

such as programs for graduation and entertainmenta, cards,
booklets of prayers and hymns in the Flathead and Kalispel
language.

While the Indian boys of the missionary area were
engaged in the peaceful pursuits of learning, other tribes
^^A bibliography prepared by Philip P. Callaghan,
3# J. of the books printed*
1.

Mengarini, Gregory and Jos, Glorda.
%enSix

2.

Giorda, Jos,, Narratives from Holy Bcriotures in Kalisoel. 154 pp. (and a 14 p. appendix) 18^6; 1179.

3.

Glorda, Jos, and Jos. Bandini, Catechism of Christian
Doctrine in the Flathead Language,'45 pp. 18&0,

4#

Morville, Anthony, Dictionary of the Nimiou or Mem ferce
Wmgu&me. Part 1.7 laglish-15s Perce 256 pp.
(N.B,) The second part was never published.

Dictionary of the
2 vols, and

5. Palladino, Louis, Nay Blossoms. 155pp. 1#&6.
6.
16#6*
7.

Our Friends, the Coeur d'Alenes, 21 pp.

The Coeur d*Alene Reservation, 26 pp. 1886,
often bound with 6ur Friends, the Coeur d*AÏenes,
from ms, of Father Davis, S.J«Brief History of St. Ignatius
Mission."
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in what is aow western Montana were engaged in war.

The

year, 187#, brought another war scare to the Mission. This

was the year of the Bannack war and the murder of several
whites by the Be# Peroea.

The agent on the Jocko reservation

feared for those Indiana in his jurisdiction as they were in
so elose a proximity to the conflicts and he feared that the
military and the settlers^^ might mistake the friendly Indians
for the hostiles.
The Mission in the *80*s

In spite of the fear of the agent, all went compara
tively well in the mission area.

The mission at St. Ignatius

showed considerable progress in the development of the

Indians, although there was noted at this time, somewhat of
an increase in their death rate.

This was attributed to the

changing life of the red man imposed by the adoption of the
ways of the lAite.

The Indian, in this transition, had to

move from his own lodges to the houses of the white, and
found himself changing his simple diet to a more complicated
cookery.

The results of the change-over took its toll on

the tribes.

Another reason for the ill health of the Indians

was the difficulty of securing and retaining a resident physi
cian at the post, due to the low salary offered for such a
position*
^^The settlers feared that Chief Joseph of the Ness
Perces on his march east would turn north at Missoula, but
their fears were not realised.
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Coupled with this was the fear of small pox. It was
rumored that smch an epidemic had hit Missoula and the mis

sionaries worried that tils dreaded disease would strike those
tribes of the mountain#.

As no mention la found in the

dlarle# of the mleolonarlea at the mlaelon, it can be asaumed

that their fears were not realized.
In the meantime, the work of the mlaalon went on.

Visitors to the St, Ignatius Mission were astounded by the
progress being m&de,^^

When

HI* Excellency, Bishop Charles

John Sealers made m visit, late in 1879, he was ovenAelmed

by the greeting he received from the faithful of the mission
area.

Over fourteen hundred Indians turned out for his visit

to welcome him and to receive his blessing.

Confirmation

was bestowed on one hundred and eight persons, also.

This period of the *80*# was one of ever increasing
enrollment at the mission school.

This was due to the in

creased allotment of the government)? to one hundred and
fifty dollars annually for the board, tuition, and clothing
of each student, both boys and girls, enrolled at the mission
letter éf E. V. Smalley who visited in lêê2î
, . agent Major Rowan, with the aid of the Jesuit fathers,
has been remarkably successful in educating the Indiana to the
point of living in log houses, fencing fields, cultivating
little patches of grain and potatoes and keeping horses. The
government supplies plows and wagons and run® a saw mill, grist
mill, blacksmith shop and threshing machine for their free use.
There is no regular issue of food and clothing; but the old
and the sick receive blankets, sugar and flour." The G^sat
northwest. a guidebook to the M. P. Ry., St. Paul, Northern
News Co., 1686, pp. 291.92,
^
37Heport of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18*2,
p. 103.
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schools. The total enrollment by 1885 at the school was one
hundred eeventy-one.

As the government bad not built this

school on the reservation, all educational facilities of the
agency were under the supervision of the Catholic Church.3^

School soon became a full-time job for the Indian
children who attended the mission schools.

They were allowed

only a short vacation, although a busy one, in August, be
cause, the agent explained
As it is the policy of the faculty to keep the
children from going to their homes, where in a
short time, the former teaching is forgotten and
in many cases, the parents encourage the children
to remain away from school. The vacation is made
attractive by camping out, under the charge of
teachers, while hunting, fishing, and outside
sports are indulged in.
Such an intensified course of study brought about a
great change at the school and, by 1869, the boys* progress
in academic learning had been noted as satisfactory. The

full-bloods still had not fully accepted the idea of educa
tion and even the agent began to argue for compulsory educa
tion for Indian children, a policy long advocated by the

missionaries.
The agent also mentioned, in his report, the clean,
comfortable, roomy and well-ventilated quarters at the school

3^The new ruling of the Secretary of Interior in lëël,
allowing all reservations to be thrown open to all demominations did not affect St. Ignatius Mission as, by this time#
the Jesuits were deeply entrenched and had the reservation
been opened to all denominations, the treaty of 1855 would
have been violated.
^%eport of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1889,
p. 2xo,
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and the resulting good health of the children in attendance.
By this time, there were new and commodious buildings, con

taining class rooms, large dining halls, bath rooms, a chapel
and other conveniences at the mission.

As this decade drew to a close, the missionary could
look back to many accomplishments at St. Ignatius Mission.
The faith of the tribes was increasing and being solidified
by the missionary work of the Fathers. The increasing en

rollment and expanded physical plant of the school stood out
as the results of the labors of the missionary.

The mission

was growing spiritually and materially as it «^proaehed the
last decade of the century, which was to be the beginning of
what was termed the "Golden Age" of the mission.

CHAPTER III
THE INDIANS, THE GOVSRNmNT, AND THE MISSION
St. Ignatlu# wa* located In the center of the reaerva*
tloD carved out for the Flathead#, Pend d*Oreille# and Koote
nai in 1#55.

The Flathead#, however, remained in the Bitter*

root Valley; their ancient home.

With the building of the

Mullan Road in 1^$9[, the white movement into the valley began.
Spurred on by the gold ruah of the *60*#, the white# flock#d
into the area.

Other# drifted in and took up farming in the

rich Bitterroot Valley where va#t wheat ranche# and orchard#

sprung up. Irrigation added much to the agricultural development of the area and more and more %Aiitea moved in.

Thi#

rapid increase in population hedged in the remaining Indian#
#o much that they were on the point of starvation.

Coupled

with thi# wa# the added clamor of the white# for the complete
removal of the Indian# to the Jocko reservation.

In 1672,

the Honorable Jame# A. Garfield wa# #ent oub by the Secretary
of the Interior to make arrangement# for thi# removal. He
succeeded only in inducing #ome of the sub-chiefsj
Moi#ee, and other#, to go to the Jocko.
band remained in their ancestral home,

Arlee,

Chief Charlo and hi#
Althoug^h he had been

a party to the Garfield treaty, Charlo refused to sign it,
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-44He continued to atay in the Bitterroot until 1891,^ when the
condition of hia band became so poor that he, too^ left for
the Jocko,

Thia movement into the mimaion area meant more

work for the mieaionariea and the growing influx of whitea
continued to alarm them and add to their increaaing trouble#.
With the expanaion of the Northern Pacific Railroad
acroaa the Jocko reeervation in

more whites came in.

Soon, amall railroad atatione a# Arlee, named after the Flat
head war chief, and Ravalli, named after the good father of
St* Mary*a, eprung up and whitea took up settlement.

Even

though the railroad treated the Indiana well, paying them for
the right of way and any cattle killed by their trains, the
prieata at the miaaion were opposed to the rapid development
that the railroad brought on.
In IA9I, the Great Northern had made its way acroas
Montana and in the western part of the state, north of the
miaaion, other towns sprung up, aa Kalispell and Columbia
Falls,

With this increase of the whites, the Indians near

the miaaion were affected with drunkenness, fighting, and

gaaûîling, adding more to the worries of the missionaries.
The opening of the reservation to white settlers appeared Inevitable and was long anticipated by the misaionaries
of 3t. Ignatiua. In 1^96, Father Van Qorp, i^o had been
stationed at the missio^m and was on his way to Europe, stopped

^As the Indiana left the Bitterroot, St, Mary*s which
had reopened in 1666 by Father Ravalli, suffered a loss of
parishioners, until 1891* it was forced to close, permanently,^

•45off at Wa^lngton, D.C,* and found the following allowance*
of land had been made for the mlaeion:

2

(a) 60 acrea for achool purpoaea, which belonged
to the Sisters*
(b) 160 to 170 acres for school purposes which
should cover the houses, church, mills,
stables and orchard and field across the
creek in the heart of the mission area.
(c) 470 acres of grasing land which covered the
fields of the Fathers.
A copy of his findings was fonfarded to St. Ignatius
Mission and were used in the final negotiations with the
government when the Jocko reservation was made available for
the settl#ment of the whites.

A meeting had been held at

the mission in 1906 for the purposes of appr&lslng the land
to be sold.

1%ls meeting lasted only one day due to the

stubbornness of Chief Chariot of the flatheads, who thought
he could prevent the sale of any part of the reservation*^
In spite of the protests of the great chief, the
government went ahead with its program.

By order of Presi

dent Taft in 1908, the Indians were allotted certain lands
with the balance made available to the homesteadera.

Con*

fusion resulted when the land was parceled out as there was
no law dealing with heirs of the Indians %ho had owned the
land and the result of this confusion, some of the Indians
^Letterhead, St. Ignatius Mission, jMlssoula County,
Montana. Information from Father George De La Motte, 3. J.,
memo, 1896, Archives,
^3t. Ignatius Mission, House Diary, September 7,
1906 entry, Archive*.
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loat their land»,
A law wae later paeeed which forbade the eelling of
Indian land to outaidera.

Thia wa# to inaure that the land

would remain where it rightfully belonged, but other lawa
aoon changed thia.

Now, under the patent ayatem, the idiitea

are able to aecure a good deal of the land which heretofore
belonged to the Indiana.

Even today, the miaaionary at St.

Ignatiua ia alarmed at the encroaching whitea and the grow*
ing numbera of landleaa Indiana,

The prieat feara the ex

termination of the native race through thia method.

Aside from the influx of whites onto the reservation,
other worries began to burden the miaaionary.

The Creea,

a tribe addicted to idleneaa, began drifting into the miaaion from the east.

Their bad example to the other tribes

troubled the prieat a, until a apeoial agent, by the name of

Mr, Cory, arrived from Washington to alleviate the problem.
He made the Creea pay a $1 a head tax on their horaea kept
on the reaervation, thua diacouraging them from ataying,
Thua Mr, Cory aeemed to bring back the old apiirit of
cooperation between the agent and the miaaionary which had
exiated at the time of Peter Ronan and Charlea Jonea.

Be-

aidea aiding in the problem of the Creea, Mr, Cory had helped
the prieata by issuing many wise regulations dealing with
marriage.

The Fathera apoke highly of Mr, Cory, atating*^

"He had acquired an influence over here which no U, 3, agent
4Houae Diary, January 31, IÔ96 entry, Archives,

-47ever had."
À few montha later, however, news reached the miesion
that the oatataadlng Mr* Gory wae a fraud.

He had introduced

himself aa a secret service agent on a forged letter.

When

he turned over #600 to the agent as a result of selling some
stray horses, his masquerade was discovered. The agent, in
writing for instructions as to the use of the money, learned
that no such person as Mr. Gory existed according to official
records.

Another agent, this time bona fide, was sent out to

the mission and in spite of all his good trouble, Cory re*
ceived three years in the penitentiary.
0the> governmental officials began to irritate the
missionaries, too. One of these was the county assessor.
In May, 1697, he had sent out blanks to the missionaries for
their county taxes.

This was in accordance %flth the Supreme

Court decision ruling that all white residents on any reser
vation were subject to the civil authorities.

The priests

regarded this ww duty of paying taxes to the county as
"bothersome and costly" as they were engaged in charitable
work.

Another tax was levied on their cattle over five

hundred head.

A delegation was sent to Washington to present

the views of the Fathers, but the delegation returned after
falling in its purpose of changing the ruling. It seems the
Indian Commissioner was absent at the time, the Secretary of
the Interior was "showing himself very mean," and the Presi
dent was busy electioneering, so no appeal could be had.
The result was that the priests paid the taxes wntil 190),

at which time a declaration warn received from a Helena judge
In favor of the missionaries.

The county was then forced to

refund all the money paid in during the ten years.

Other minor tribulations appeared at the mission at
this time.

It seems someone had stolen the boards which en

closed the water at the dam which bad been erected for the

irrigation of the gardens, and used this wood for kindling.
Another minor difficulty was encountered when Father D'Aste
had to preach one Sunday without his teeth. In spite of
this, he was fairly well understood toy the parishioners,
Coupled with this minor disaster were other tragedies*

One

of the teams ran away and the blacksmith fell off the roof
which he was shingling and died as a result.
Other employees at the mission presented additional
problems.

These workers were of many nationalities and each

presented a unique problem.

Two Germans were on the verge

of brawling, when Father Taelman Intervened and pacified
them, by a good bottle of beer.

The Irish caused some con

cern too, as the entry from the House Diary testifies:^
Today an Irishman after working faithfully for
several months astonished the Superior, by his
determined will to go to Missoula and to spend
in a spree all h%m money, such said he, having
been his""custom for years!
The greatest problem of nationalities was the cooks.

It seems they lasted only about a month, due to their tran
sient nature. Some of the Oriental customs shocked the
^House Diary, November 11, 1904 entry, Archives.

-49mlaalonary. %e Chinee# qooka had their oim way of célébrât*
ing their New Yearns in the first part of February with fire
works and "even performed aome auperatitiona,"

Two of the

Japaneae cooka quit their jobs and enrolled at the achool*
At another time# one of the cooka got drunk and left raw meat
for the atudenta to eat.
an Italian*

He was diamiaaed and replaced by

All the workera at the miaaion threatened to

quit unleaa thia fellow waa either diamiaaed or would quit
cooking»

In the fall of 1910 the Fathera hired a Frenchman

and in their diary la noted:

"Will he atay?".

He laated

not quite a month.
There were alao noted in their diary aome amueing
incidente preaented by the tranaportation problem.

Often in

viaiting other misaiona or making aick calla by horae and
bu&gy, the prieat found himaelf thrown off by a balky horae
on the rough terrain.^

In 1904* the Fathera purchaaed an

automobile, but thia cauaad them no end of troublea aa it
waa conatantly aick or ailing.
The Indian police on the miaaion alao had their ahare
of minor upheavala, too.

One Eaater Sunday the aoldiera in

charge of keeping order in the church tried to prevent a
white lady from coming out of the bhurch at the aame time aa
the men, in violation of an old Indian cuatom.

8he reaiated

them and inaulted them, so they took her to the chief*s
houae, but ahe waa reacued a half hour later.

Her eacort

^Houae Diary, November 17» 1902 entry, Archives.
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then proceeded to pick a quarrel with the police and tried to
fight and be waa arreated and put in jail for the remainder
of the day,?
The police were bumily occupied with taking care of
1/ the killing# and knifinga which resulted from the drinking

sprees of the Indian,

As time went on, matrimonial diaor*

dera increased, too, and atrict meaaurea were taken againat
the violators.

One Indian ims given one hundred and fifteen

days in jail for running away with another man's wife.^
There were also numerous thefts at the mission.
Twenty liters of cider were stolen from the agent and the
culprit was cau^t and given seventy-five days in jail but
was soon let out*^^

One brave stole a cow, sold it to a

butcher in town and went to Plains to buy whiskey, but was
soon arrested*^^

The Fathers were missing one of their best

breeding mares for ten days, but it was finally returned and
VHouse Diary, April 18, 1897 entry, Archives,
^The Indian police were not always on duty, as one
brave rode naked through the streets shaking his bottle.
At another time one Indian fell off the balcony at a dance,
drunk, and another sat on the railroad track, was shoved off
by the train, hurt.
9guch disorders as this made the task of carrying out
a governmental request impossible. The Department of Indian
affairs had asked the Fathere to collect information on the
age, date of marriage, chlldrën*s births, deaths, so as to aid
the special agent * a decision on questions of heredity and
others* (House Diary, Septwaber 3, 1913 entry, Archives.)
l^House Diary, October 3, 1910 entry, Archives.
llHouse Diary, November 17, 1910 entry. Archives»

.51& reward was paid to the finder although the priests noticed
«something suspicious in the man*s face when he claimed the
money."
To combat this increase in crime, special police were
set up and were doing good work. Doubtful characters, exrunaways, were carefully excluded from the other prisoners.
Unruly breeds were told in no uncertain language not to sta
tion themselves at the gate of the church and leer at the

girls. These men grumbled against Captain White of the
special police, but seemed to respect and obey him.^^

In the first decade of the new century, many of the
Indians were not getting along too well. Two blind Indians
were discovered by the missionary in his rounds who had been
living on nothing but potatoes for over a week.

They were

immediately sent to the hospital where they were helped on
the road to recovery.
During this time, a number of auction sales were noted

near the mission. This spoke badly for the vaunted prosper
ity of the Indians and showed that they were steadily losing
in their fight for survival in the neighborhood of surround
ing îdiite communities.
%us, the missionary and the Indians faced many
problems after the beginning of 1900. Many of the trials
were minor ones; many, no doubt, happened to others of the
period, but all showed that the missionary*s life was
^^House Diary, May 10, 1910 entry, Archives.
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certainly not a dull one and the period in which these
problem# aroae wae an intereeting era in which to live.
With the increaaing aettlement of whites at St. Ignatiue and the had example of aome of their membere, the job
of the miasionary was made more difficult.

Aa the century

approached the quarter and half-way mark the influence of
the miesion had greatly waned from it# earlier period.

There

were many element# at work to tear down and almost destroy
thi# Influence over the Indians, which the missionary had
once manifested.
After the reservation wa# opened, the Church of the
Latter Day Saints through its missionaries and encouragement
by Superintendent tirij^t was also gaining a foothold among
the Indians of the area.

Their numbers continued to grow

an* hence much of the religious influence the Ca^olic missionaries had once had was lost.

This together with the

iforraons' ability in acquiring Indian land greatly alarmed
the Jesuits of dt. Ignatius.
The school was also undergoing its cycle of greatly
increased enrollment in the late •90's, but beset by government policies, the changing agmts, it, too, would suffer a
decline in influence.

CHAPTER IV
THE "GOUIM AGE" AND THE DECLINE
OP THE MISSION SCHOOL
During the yeara in %Alch the mlasion waa undergoing
ita many inoreaaed problème, the achool at St# Ignatlu» warn
greatly increaaing it* enrollment. By 1690^there were two
hundred and aixty^five pupils in attendance and by 1892, the
figure had reached three hundred and twenty-five.^ Becaime
of thia added growth, these years were labeled the "Golden
Age" of the misaion school.
Since the miasion school adminiatez^d not only to the
Confederation Indians, but to many other tribes and reserva
tions as well, the composition of the atudents at the achool
was greatly mixed.

The Confederation tribes made up the

majority, the Blackfeet were next, followed by the Piegan,
and others including the Colville, Coeur dUlene, Gros
^In 1890, those present at the misaion were:
"at St. Ignatiua Mission. . , were Frs. Joseph Carnana, Caliphonio, Urbanus (krasai, Joaeph Qiorda, Joaeph Menetrey, Magri,
Louis Vercripsen, and Aloysius Vansini; also the following
person#: Prank Bison, William Claesaens, Joseph Coture, Louis
Corville, Peter Irvini, Louis Pelon, Charles Reidt, Joseph
Specht, and Charles 8chafft." Hubert Howe Bancroft, History
of Washington. Idaho and Montana 18&5*1669. San Francisco,
The History Company Publishers, iSfO, P» 626, ft. nt. 12.
^Letter dated St. Ignatius Mission, June 16, 1891 to
the Very lev. Chappelle, Catholic Bureau of Indian Missions,
Jesuit Historical Archives, Spokane.
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?«ntr®, Snake and Cree.3
According to the missionary*a report to the government,^
two-thirds of these enrolled were mixed bloods.

Even at this

early date, the pure-blood was fast disappearing.

This is

significant since the mixed bloods always constituted a great
er trial to the teachers than did the pure-bloods due to the

lack of moral restraint on the part of the parents.
Another important point in this enrollment was that
most of the boys were of the grade level as the * teen-agers

did not take well to schooling.

In fact only fourteen boys

and thirty-four girls of the total enrollment were above
fifteen years of age.

Something in the culture of the Indian

seamed to frown on the schooling, especially the boys, after

they had reached puberty. Evidently, they were to be the
warriors and thus school subjects, of no help to their status
as a brave, should be reserved for the women.
3St. Ignatius Mission was not the only school in the
area at the time. Others included St. Xavier*s Mission school
at Crow Agency, Montana; St. Paul's Mission at Ft. Belknap
Agency, Montana; St. Peter's Industrial School at St, Peter's
Mission, Montana; Boys and Girls Industrial Schools, Colville
Agency, Washington; and the Boys and Girls Industrial School
on the Coeur d*Alene Reservation, Idaho; St. Francis Xavier's
school located at North Yakima Valley, Washington. All these
were supervised and controlled by Fr. Joseph M. Cataldo, Su
perior of the Rocky Mountain Missions, who was located at
Spokane at a central point to the missions of the area,
{Circular of the Bureau of Catholic Missions, August 25,
1Ô90, Jesuit Historical Archives, Spokane.)

4Letter dated December 23, 1892, from Father Rebman
to Daniel Dorchester, Superintendent of Indian Schools, De
partment of Interior, Jesuit Historical Archives, Spokane.

ET#n Bom# of th# noo-academic aubjecta offered met
with little eucceaa.

Tbeae included carpentry, blackmmithing,

aaddlery, ahoemaking.

The failure of theae aubjecta to

arouae much intereat in the Indian boya waa attributed to the
"fickleneaa of the Indian character," and the Jeauita had to
dia continue th@m in all their achoola, even thoae of South
Dakota where the lay brothera taught.
home thia hard leaaon:

Experience brought

That boya given induatrial training

becamie "regular loaf era and unfit for the more advantageoua
work aa farming, gardening and atock raiaing."^

Aa the girla

continued to excel in the branches of houaekeeping, the
Fathera were somewhat compensated for the poor performance
of th# boya*
While the enrollment soared, the missionary atrived
to get more and more of the Indian youtha in the area to at
tend the mission school.

The parents, however, were not very

cooperative and no means were available to enforce compulsory
attendance^ aa neither th# missionary nor the government

^Minutes of Consultation "On the Indian Mission Schools**
held at St. Ignatius Mission, January 9 and 10, 1907, Jesuit
Historical Archives, Spokane.
^"The Commiaaioner of Indian Affaira, subject to the
direction of the Secretary of Interior, was authorized and
directed to make and enforce by proper means such rule® and
regulations as will secure the attendance of Indian children
of suitable age and health at schools established and main
tained for their benefit." (Letter of March 14, 1891 to Fr.
Van Gorp from the Catholic Bureau, from Fr. Johan A. German,
Jesuit Historical Archivea, Spokane.) The supervisors of edu
cation over the Rocky Mountain area, four in number, were in
structed to report on the subject of increasing and enforcing
attendance of their pupils* Other duties included reporting
on the condition of the school, teachers, need for repairs and
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could mke any rule la conflict with the right of the parent
or the treaty.

The children who remained away from this

much-needed education "became ignorant and lazy" and did not
learn the way# of the white man, #o eeeential to the program
of civilizing the Indian.

The Kootenai* etood out a* the

one# %Ao could have benefited the most from schooling and

who attended the least.

Father D'Aete minced no words in

apeaking of themi^
Living almost on the boundaries of this reaervation, far from the influence of Christian
civlllmation, are mostly gambler*, lazy fellows
and worthless.
With the others, however, the agent was able to report
the education of the Father* had achieved its desired result*

as he mentioned*°
The Indian inhabitant* of this reservation are
steadily gaining am advance over all the other
tribe* in Montana in religion, civilisation,
farming and pastoral purauit*.
A* the enrollment reached new heists, and the work
of the Fathers was making progress, there were force* at

work which would tarnish the gold of the "Golden Age."
One of these was the growing hostility between the
government and the mi**ion in the person of the Indian

enlargement, (Letter from The Department of Interior, Office
of Indian Affair*, Washington, D.C,, August 10, 1891, from
R. V, Belt, Acting Commi**ioner, Jesuit Historical Archives,
Spokane.)
^Letter of Father D*A*te, March, 1690, to the Catholic
Bureau, Archives,
Report of the Agent, Report to the Commissioner of
JWaa MWJEÊ# 1^90, p. 126.
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Commlaeioner Morgan,

On# of hla oft*r#p*&ted oritlciama

conoemad tha method of inatruction employed at the aehool.
In their reading, the atudenta read too loud, thua "aaorl*
ficing ezfMreaaion."

They were not taught to be methodical

in their arithmetic work.

There didn^t aeem to be ^enough

reaaioning, not enough practical work in number#, and too
much queationing and defining parte of apeech," In the field
of agriculture, the boya "didn*t aeem to have too much to do
g
with the atock,"
Father D'Aate had thia to aay in the defenae of the

school:
I should think that the unanimous reports of
the numeroua legislators who have viaited our
achoola theae laat yeara ahould be aufficiently
evident to the government of the quality of the
institution thou# none of theae were Catholic.
... the teachers who have daily intercourse
with the pupils being more able to judge talents
and progress of the pupils th$n any inspector
who may happen to visit our school once or twice
a year.
The government had also questioned the quality of the

instructors employed at the mission and the text books
uaed.^1

The main complaint was that the teachers were for-

eignera and unable to converae in English.

Realising this, the priests tried to get personnel
^Letter of Morgan to the St. Ignatius Mission, June 11,
1892, Archives.
l%ett@r of Father D*Ast# to the Catholic Bureau,
March, I69O, Archivea.
^Letter of March 14, 1891 to Father Van Qorp from the
Catholic Bweau, Father John A. Gorman, Director, Archives.
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to teaoh the children entrusted to them, agreeable to
the etandard# of the inatltution intended by the ^vernment.**^^
In the ca#e of industrial teaohera, they were mwi ekilled in
their trades and although not all were Aimericane, they had
been teaching in Engliah achoole for many years.

These lay

men were hired as teachers as the missionaries were unable to
fill #11 the teaching posts with the clergy and they even had
to resort to high salaries to secure fit Instructors.
The Fathers became quite concerned when the government
ordered a change in the %*ooka, as heretofore, they, and not
the government, had furnished the texts which had been *pre«
pared by men of talent who are as good patriots as those %*o
prepare texts in public schools."
The missionaries felt the government's intent behind
all the criticism was to abolish all religious Instruction
from the curriculum, in accordance with the interpretation
of the doctrine of separation of Church and State, adhered
to in our present day.
Besides this, the missionary felt that these policies
were aimed at relegating the mission schools to the position
of feeders for the government institutions.

Father D*Aste

labeled the government's attitude as unreasonable and one
which certainly would not contribute to enhancing the morals
13
of the Indian.
^^letter of May 20, 1#0, from Father D'Aste to Father
Stephan, Director of Catholic Bureau, Archives,
^They even feared the introduction of the King James
Versian of the Bible, (Letter of May 14, 1^91 to Father Tan
Oorp from th# Catholic Bureau* Archives,)

-59A# the fight grew In proportion, Mr. Morgan continued
to criticise even the smallest details
There is one feature in particular in this school
&kat is quite common to all contract schoole* thus
far vieited by me and that I coneider a eeriou#
defect, I refer to the fact that the boya and
gjrla are taught in eeparate claaaea, and have
diatinct dining rooma. Thia aeparation of the
aexea in an Indian achool defeata one of the Important ends of Indian education, viz., the train
ing of Indian boys to be polite and respectful in
the preaence of the Indian glrla; and the training
of {^la in aelf-reapect and true womanhood in
claaaea compoaed of both aexea.
He alao contended that the difficulty of retaining
Indian boya after the age of fourteen was due to "thia iaola*
tion from all social influence# and the attendant gloom of
theae monaatlc achoola are diataateful and repulaive to
them.
The alaaionariea, on the other hand, attributed the

runaways to the wild nature of the Indian youth and their
reason for separation of sexes in the classroom can, no
doubt, be attributed to the European background of those who
taught at the school.
Another irritating factor in the struggle between the
l^Latter dated March 22, 1692, to Father Rebman,
Archive»»
^^Commiaaioner Morgan hit upon an idea of having "auit*
able Indiana to act as school visitors" for the purpose of
making surveys of the achoola, and addressing the pupils so
that the "Indians should become personally interested in the
management and fwoaperity of the achoola established for their
benefit." They were to work without pay, but would receive,
"the honorable distinction of being United States Officers and
would be recognised and respected accordingly." For obvious
reasons, the program was never carried out. (Letter bf Commissioner Morgan, Aarch 12, 1892, Archives.)

-60mlaaionary and the government was the government*e Inalatence
on the correct form and atrlct compliance to the Inatructlona
given them ae le witnessed by the following notation:
. , . yow will please sign the contract on the line
opposite the lower red seal# being sure to have
your signature Id^tlcal with that in the body of
the contract In lines B to 10 Inclusive. Tour
signature m&st be witnessed by two persons in the
lines provided therefore. %hen you have executed
the contract according to these directions, you
will please return the five copies to this office
for completion and approval.
More red tape was encountered when the Fathers desired
to have wine on the reservation for use on the altar.

Their

request was finally approved, but only after they had gone
through the Adjutant General of the Army and had obtained an
order from the Secretary of War.^7
Additional friction between the government and the
mission developed over the method of contract exchange and
correspondenc*.

Heretofore, these were sent to the Superior

of the respective missions and thence to the Catholic Bureau
of Indian Missions, which acted as a liaison between the
Indian Commissioner at Washington, D.C,, aW the school.
Beginning in 1690, however, all contracts were to be made
directly with the Superintendents of the various 8cho<)ls,
Father Chapelle from the Catholic Bureau asked the mission
Superintendents, pending an appeal and final determination
^^etter of July 21, 1092, from Commissioner Morgan
to the Mission, Archives.
^^Letter dated February 19, 1686, Washington, D.C.,
Bureau of Indian Missions, to Rev. Palladino from Ja. A.
5tephan, Archives,
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of the questionJ not to sign the contract sent to them by
the Commlaeloner,
Father Van Gorp mentioned the favoritlem of the gov*
emment toward their own school* and goee on to eaqpreme hie
1Ô
opinion of Morgan:
Heretofore we have been obliged to wait until the
Gom#iaeioner of Indian Affaire settled upon hi*
government eohool# all the money needed for their
eupport before we could press our claim upon his
consideration* While friends were in the Indian
office we did not suffer much; but with the pres
ent head running wild on his system and avowedly
opposed to contract schools we could only hope to
get what was left, and this amount would be juet
what the commissioner cared to make it.
This, of course, could not go on, so pressure was
applied at the "rigjht places" and the result %ms that a
special fund was set up for the exclusive use of the contract
schools and thus they were assured of their money even
though the Commissioner opposed it.
The Commissioner, in a letter to the Director of the
Catholic Bureau, gave his side of the story outlining his
\reasons for a preference of government schools;
. . . as being in harmony with the American idea
of education by means of public schools, ...
schools maintained by government for the educa
tion of the Indian should be strictly non-sectarian and non-partisan and appropriation of government funds to sectarian institutions, was, in my
opinion, contrary to the spirit, if not the letter
i^l»ett@r dated March 14, 1#91, to Father Van Gorp from
the Catholic Bureau, John A, Gorman, Director, Archives,
l^Letter fr«a Commissioner Morgan to Father Chapelle,
July 18, 1891 appearing in a new* clipping, paper unknown
(probably Great Falls or Missoula), dateline Washington,
Archives.
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of the Constitution and opposed to public policy.
He then went on to aaeail &A false, the charge# of the
Catholic Bureau and their efforts to remove him and states
that the Bureau has grown in power on government funds.
Father Chapelle, the Director, replied that he had had
no knowledge of any article# reflecting on the Oommiaeioner.
It was later diecovei^d, however, that certain new# article#
had been printed and circulated.

Father Gorman, who had

inapired them, #ubmitted hi# re#ignation. Father Chapelle
went on in hi# reply t0 point out that the policy of the
Catholic Bureau and Congre## was in harmony and accordance
with President Grant*# peace policy.

Cardinal Gibbon#, one

of the Catholic hierarchy, al#o deplored the attack of
Morgan.
The bitteme## finally reached #uch a state that a
group of biahop# laid their caae before the Pre#id#nt. The

Commissioner insisted he had no antipathy toward# Catholic#
and felt he had been maliciously misrepresented and misunder

stood and wa# willing to have hi# office investigated, but
that he could **not be expected to maintain harmonious rela

tions with a great bureau subsisting upon the bounty of the
government, iAo#e work it antagoniae# and mi#repre#ent# and

whose officer# it defame#.^20
^Orhe Catholic Bureau of Indian Miaeion# #ent to the
Board of Indian Commissioners, dated December 14, 1893 this
report:
Total Compensation for 39 boarding schools and 13 day
schools» (accommodating a total of 3,§§7 pupils)....#369,535.
In addition the bureau #tw)port# $ Indian achool# at
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The Catholic Bureau answered Mr, Morgan's charge* in
a circular sent out by the then Director, Father Stephan*^^

I think the idea that any important element of
American society really desires the withdrawal
of all religious influence from the Indians may
be dismissed without discussion.
He goes on to denounce the nan-ow class sectarians*
No man need be expected to obey either law or
constituted authority %dio does not know and feel
hi# responsibility to a higkwr and extra-human
power. Thus it will be admitted on all sides
that some sort of religious education becomes
necessary to the Indian, aa a basis upon which
to rear a fabric of general knowledge, sufficiently
to qualify him as civilised society.
. . , how opposes to this secular hypocracy were
the words and the policy of the noble President
Grant.22 The denominational contract schools are
not only good, but economical. While the government pays on most of the contracts from #108 to
$125 «md in only # few oases #150 per annum, and
it is strictly for those children who actually
attend the schools, the Government schools, as the
records show, cost at least #00 per capita per
annum, in addition to salaries of teachers, which
form a fixed charge whether the attendance of
pupils be one or one hundred.
I am sorry that I have to call attention to a cry
raised by certain religious anarchists sic who
call upon the country to behold how much public
money the Catholic Bureau is drawing from the
its own expense and about #$0,000 is expended for teachers and
scholars by the Catholics, themselves. (Archives.)
*The government preferred the Industrial boarding school
and denounced the day school on the ground that the influence
of its surroundings could not be counteracted by even the best
efforts of the teachers. (Adams, p. 51.)
2lBureau of Catholic Missions, December 14, 1Ô93, Archives
22

"Indian agencies being civil offices, I determined to
give all agencies to such religious as had heretofore estab
lished missionaries among the Indians, perhaps to some other
denominations who could undertake the work on the same terms—*
i.e. as missionary work.** (Excerpt from President Grant, Quoted
in th# Catholic Bureau circular, Decesa»er 14, 169), Archives.)
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national treasury for the support of sectarian
Indian schools#23, , » The professed enemies of
Mliglou# Indian education were careful to eon*
c#al the fact that the money is not public money,
but is Indian money, the little all of a tangible
nature that the poor red men have left of all
their once vast pomaeaaione,
^ thia upheaval between the turn a^nciea, the govern
ment and the miaalon, which were to aid the Indian in hia
orientation concerning the way* of the white man, cauaed the
Indian to be the loaer of the fight, even though not one of
the participants*

For the government soon cut off funds

from the mlaaion, thua greatly weakening the influence it
once had had.
The Declining Tear# of the School
(1^96-19)4)

This action on the part of the government came in
1096 when all aid to Indian sectarian schools was cut off.
The appropriations were to be diminished by on@*fourth each
successive year until 1900, at which time no more help was
to be extended.

Luckily for the mission, the Catholic Bureau

came to the rescue and St. Ignatius Mission school was al
lowed a total of eighty pupils at the rate of eight thousand,

six hundred and forty dollars per year.

However, the Bureau

was unable to pay thia amount until 1901, and in order to
get support, Father Cataldo travelled through the country
lecturing and giving sermon a in behalf of the Indian schools.

The Catholics, themselves, had expended over one
and a half million dollars in buildings, plant and facili
ties. Ibid.. Archives.

His efforts coll#eted more than three thousand dollar*,
which aum had to b# divided among the other mieeion# of the
area.
The result of the government* e drastic step led to
the oloeing of the Jocko branch echool,^"^ which had been
eetabliehed by Father Caniatrelli and conducted by the
Ureuline Sieters since 1891#

The following year eaw them

giving up their residence, although they still visited the
district twice a month.

At 3t. Ignatius Mission itself, the

policy of the government had a damaging effect on the
achievements of the Jesuits.

The "shops** had to be closed

and the number of pupils considerably reduced so that by
March 1901, there were only forty-seven boys at the school.
In spite of this, however, the missionaries and Sisters con

tinued in their struggle and the noble work went on.

The

priests managed to keep the average attendance at two

hundred, even though the appropriation covered less than
half the number.

By 1913, the enrollment had dropped to

fifty.

Other schools were hit, too. St. Peter*s Mission,
among the Blackfeet, was forced to shut down and some of the
children from there came over to St. Ignatius,
24Bishop Brondel dedicated a church, named St. Hohn
Berchmons in August, 1889, which still serves the Indians of
the area,
^^Father Taelman, 3. J., "Report of 1929," ms., now
found at the Jesuit Historical Archives at Mount St, Michaels,
Washington.
^Nouse Diary, August 2, lë# entry, Archives,
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The »g#at wa# quite different from thoae of year* be
fore when there had been mo much cooperation with the miO"
eionariee#

Peter Ronan, who had held the poet of agent from

11)76 to 1893 had not only aided the miaelonarlee at St.
Ignatiua, but had greatly aided the oauae of all miaaion
eehoole through hie reporte to the Commieeioner.

Charle#

Jones, who preceded Ronan waa also another apokeaman for the
Catholic cauae.

Joaeph Garter lAo followed Ronan and aerred

until 1696 waa a great exponent of the work done at St.
Ignatiua,

In 189^ thla aplrit of ftj^ndllneaa ceaaed w$th

the election of McKinley to the Prealdency,

Aa waa often

the caae, a new President meant a new agent aa the post of
agent waa filled by preaidential appointment, Joseph Garter,
an appointee of Cleveland waa replaced by E, H. Smead, a
loyal Republican, and definitely anti-Catholic in his think
ing.

Smead held the poat aa agent until Teddy Rooaevelt

came to be Preaident at which time, good feelings with the
miaaionariea were somewhat bettered with Samuel Bellow oo#»
cupylng the poat.
It waa during the period in which Smead waa agent
that mioat of the troublea and irritation dlaturbed the
fathera at St. Ignatiua.

Smead blamed the miaaionariea for

poisoning the minda of the young Indiana when he found some
difficulty in getting the Indian children to attend the
Government school which had been opened at the agency.

The

prieats answered his chargea in a letter and felt they had
done mo ^aatiafaotorlly".

Another thing the agent tried to do w&a to force the
prieeta to atop thrashing grain for the Indiana, a practice
they had engaged in for yeara.

The misalonarlea even kept

aome of the grain in storage for the Indians.
agent wished to stop.

This too, the

His behavior is explained by one of

the prlests:^^
The agent is at open war with me, and tries hie
beat to crush the mission. .. because we threshed
some crops wi^ our machina and we paid the Indians
working for us with goods (the agent*a nephew ia
atorekeeper of a store at the Mission) he set his
mind to take all the children he can so as to pre*
vent us to have them.
The feud between the two reached a new

when the

agent apprehended two wagon loads of children frw the upper
valley bound for the mission school and sent them to the
agency school at Fort Shaw.
Besides these difficulties, the priests began to be
troubled by runaways at the mission school.

Some of the

boys ran away, but returned by supper time.

Others just did

not return to St. Ignatius after their vacations or their
visits home. Such behavior so discouraged the priests that
one remarked:

. . . a very consoling reward for all the cares
and kindsas shown him during the year* Poor
Indians. Savages they were, aavages they are,
savages they will be till the end. Even their
dogs could teach them gratitude#
The parents, in most cases, were to blame*^9
27hous0 Diary, October 7, 1901 entry, Archives.

2%ouse Diary, Kay 29, 1910, Archives.
^^Sottse Diary, September 2), if13 entry, Archives.

When IzxdlAn boys r®aeh fourteen, they cannot brook
reatraint. The only thing Almighty God demande of
u# la to have a good school, well-ordered attraotive, good food and good clothes. If the boye refus® to atay, it is their own look-out* Their
parents are unable to assert their authority and
the boys, of course, do as they please.
Another example of despair is found in the entry of 1914:^^
Another boy disappeared. Homesick I suppose.
Unable to control this feeling any more than the
growth of his hair. He will probably serve his
father a hot dish of lies against the school to
excuse himself. Another Impulse which he cann4»t
control any more than the growing of his finger*
nails.
It became so bad that stz^ct measures were adopted to
bring an end to the problem. The boys who were cau^t running
away found themselves confronted bjr harsh punishments.

Some

were put in jail, others expelled from school, and some were
whipped by the chiefs, who set themselves up as disciplinarians.

When the Clippings became too severe, the parents came

to the school and themselves took the boys away.

During the

winter, one had been whipped on his legs and the reason,
Alexander the chief, had givwi was "he was afraid he might
run away and get frozen.
In some cases, the agent cooperated with the priests
In scaring the youngsters.

Two of the runaways were captured

by a policeman in Arlee and sent to the jail on the agency.
They were then tried by Indian judges and sentenced to four
months at hard labor and given a diet of bread and water.

30

House Diary, January 2, 1914 entry. Archives.

31Hous® Diary, February 6, 190# entry, Archives,
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few hour# later, they were rescued by the prieet# and returned
to the mieeicwa echool.

The miaeionarie# felt the boy# had

learned their le aeon and would not run away again. One youth
ran away after being ^'treated too liberally with whiekey."^^
He later turned up at the Holy Family Niaeion.
Among the rea#on# often given for behavior were that
they "found school too loneeom#, too much study and too
atriet diaeipline."))

A few of the parent# cooperated with

the hareh diaciplining of their young#t#r#;)4^
Two half^^breed# ran away and w#re brought back by
their parent#. One showed so much stubbornness,
th# mother wa# told to keep him and not bring him
back until he had been whipped by a policeman,
Brought back the next day, a marvelouely subdued
boy after the eevere lAipping he received la#t
ni^t at the hand# of hi# mother, . . , the whip-*
ping wa# #0 generou# that the lad begged to be
lAipped rather by the teacher and he will bear
the trace# of it for two week# at least*
Thia wa# one of the few time# that #uch cooperation wa# re
ceived and eapecially fro# the parent of a breed and it led
the Father# to comment if all were like that, "we could raise
a better generation of breed#,"
Another problem which had to be faced at time# wa#
di#ea#e.

It wa# reported in 1^96 that many kindergarten

children were dying of a typhoid epidemic.

Other di#ea#e#

much as mea#le#, small pox, and whooping cough also took
their toll among the pupil#.

A grippe epidemic happened in

32Hou#e Diary, October 9» 1913 entry, Archive#,
33iou»e Diary, September 25, 1910 entry. Archive#.
^^Hou#e Diary, November 17, 1913 entry. Archive#.

.701907 and because of this th# old church was tum#d over to
th# 81#t#r# of Providence for ua# »# a hoapital. It warn
mwung around to it# preaent poaltion parallel to the preeent
church and facing the mill.

Thi# greatly aided t^e Slater#

in checking the spread of dleeaae among thoae enrolled at
the school.
Examinera sent out by the Indian Department often
comnented on the good care the Slater# gave to their charge#.
Dr. White, one of the#e examiner#, remaiiked the boy# at the

St. Ignatiu# school were the clean##t he had seen yet in hi#
tour through the Indian schools of the west. He did, how
ever, find three cases of trachoma and devised a long and
painful, but very effective cure,)) It consisted of cocain

izing the eye# thoroughly and scraping the inaide of the
upper lid.

This meant drawing considerable blood, but was

dammed necessary.

Then for week# or months, a special

medicine was put into the eye.

Fires at the Mission
One of the ever-reoccuring problema which the miS"
aionarie# had to face wa# fire,

fire aeemed to be breaking

out every few month# at the mi##ion and leaving vast damage

as a result. The first of these happened in 1896 when the
boys* school and dorm were completely destroyed by fire of
an "incendiary origin."

It seemed that one of the boys had

3§House Diary, October 7, 1910 entry. Archives,

deliberately set fire to & mattress in the dorm.

The suspect

wm# brought to trial, but wae acquitted for want of evidence,
a *grave injustice of Qod* a will.School was not interrupted, however, in mpite of the fact that everything was loat,
including a beautif%il miaeum which the mieeionariea had maintained.
In November, 1902, a fire broke out on the roof of an
Indian houae in front of the mi#*lonary*s house, but it was

soon put out*
Four years later, a girl got very lonesome and in
order to get out of school, set fire to the closet where the
drapes were kept.

A Sister saw the smoke in time and put out

the blase,^7
The next month saw a fire which destroyed the saw
ffiill,^® and in December, the cabin of the men who were work
ing for the nuns was consumed by fire and the men lost everything.^9
Realising the danger, even though trusting in the
saints, a fire escape was builtcat the school due to the
many small boys in attendance.

The comment was:^

St. Joseph is doubtless protecting us; but duty
recognises we should do all in our power to
3%ou#e Diary, April 18, 1696 entry, Archives.

37Hoiise Diary, October 2, 1906 entry, Archives.
^%ouse Diary, November 3, 1906 entry, Archives.
^^House Diary, Decester 5# 1906 entry, Archives.
4^Houae Diary, February 6, 1906 entry, Archives,
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prevent a catastrophe.
Forest fires raged near by, too, thus endangering the
mission.

In the fall of 1910, the weather around the mission

was described as "hot and foggy^ as the mission was located

directly between two big fires—one at Dixon and the other
near St. j^ary^s Lake#

Two companies of soldiers from Missoula

had been sent out to help fight these.

The entry in the

diary of August 21 is interesting:
Very smoky. This afternoon and evening the sky
had a lurid appearance. ... a glaring light
over the adcy, ashes falling all over. Several
mining towns swept by the fire. The sisters
moved with the patients from the hospital to
jMlssoula Hospital and the few girls and the
Sisters of the Academy went to Spokane.
The men at the mission even interrupted their thrashing to
go help put out the fire.
On the ninth of Decea&er, 1919, the whole establishment of the Sisters of Providence was lost by fire in less
than two hours.

News came in from the headquarters that the

school was not to be rebuilt and so the work of the Sisters
came to an end after forty-five years.

From this time on

the educational work had to be carried on by the Fathers and
the Ursullne Sisters.

The cry for help went out and the

Sisters of Providence continued to teach and for the next
few years the day school was conducted in connection with the
Fathers while the Sisters did the teaching.

This did not

work out very satisfactorily, so the day school was
Algouse Diary, May 29» 1910 entry, Archives.
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diseontiaued. Hereafter all the boys attended the Fathers'
aehool am boarder* and day acholara, lAlle the girla attended
the Ursuline school in the aame manner.
Three year* later, fire alao destroyed the achool and
home of the Uraullnea.

After thia blow, the Fathers and

Slater#, convlnoed that the i#ork «mat go on, deolded to turn
the third floor of the priest's residence into a school and
dormitory.

This arrangement continmed until the new building,

called the Villa Ursula, was completed at a cost of over one
hundred and thirty-five thousand dollars.

Even though mueh

help poured in from gracious contributors, a debt remains
today.
Decreasing Enrollment
By 1929, enrollment at both the schools had so dropped
that there were only 70 boys in attendance at the school of
the Fathers and I60 girls at the Orsulines' school.

This

meant that over eight hundred children of school age, near
the mission were either attending public schools or govern
ment non-reservation schools "with the resulting danger of a
great loss of faith and morals,the missionaries felt.
In 1941, the Fathers turned over all schooling to the
Ursulines and this arrangement continues today.

The enroll

ment in 1945^^ had dropped to seventy-four at this school,

42path®r Taelman, 3, J,, "Report of 1929»** ms.,
Archives.
43Department of Intei4kor, U,
Indian iiervice, "School
Censu# Rapwt, 194)$"
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Thua the ye are from 1896 on have not been proeperoue
for the 8t. Ignatius echoole.

With the government cutting

off the aid in thia year, followed by the deereaaing enroll
ment and the devaatating effect of the numeroue firea, the
aohoola have greatly auffared.

The work of the Siatera goea

on but all that remaina of the "Golden Age" of the achoola
ia a memory.

CHAPTER V
THB INFLUENCE OF THE MISSION ON THE INDIAN
The Religloua Influence
With all the dietwbancee brought about by the chang
ing government policies, and the corrupting contact with the
whites, pluB the many triale the miaeionariee were subject
to, the influence of the miesion&ry and his faith over the
Indian became less and leee with the passage of time.
In the beginning, the Indians delighted in their new
found religion and became practicing Catholics.

On the great

feast days, like Christmas,^ Eastern, and the feast day of
3t. Ignatius, the Indians flocked to the mission from all
over the reservation, gaily attired to add cheerfulness to
the occasion. Some travelled as much as fifty miles and all
came regardless of the weather.

The number receiving com*

munion on these days ranged from eight hundMd to a
thousand.^
^Once, in order to foster the fervor and devotion of
his flock, Father Giorda set before them an Infant Jesus,
which moved its arms and eyes, while a concealed music box
played "Adeste Fideles". The result was the opposite of that
expected. The artificial movements of the doll made the Indi
ans look upon it as "a trick of the white man" and actually
shocked and scandalised these simple people. (Palladino, p. 102.)
^Report of Father Taelman, St, Ignatius Mission, 1929,
m.s., Archives.
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Father Pallaéin») mentiona unuaual actlvltlea lAlch
preceded theae feast day celebratlona. Some two or three
daya before the feaat, a kind of open court waa held by the
chiefa and head men with the whole tribe preaent.

Lawbreak*

era and offendera agalnat good morale were brought before
the aaaen&ly and in « great aolemn manner the trial began.
At a algnal given by the great chief, the whole crowd
fell on their kneea, all praying aloud for a time.

Then the

culprits were examined, aome having been accused, othera
confeaaing on their o%m and the guilty were sentenced and
pumlahed on the spot.

A blanket or buffalo robe, having

been aiwead on the ground, the prisoner came forward and
atretched himself flat upon it.

At a signal given by the

chief, all again fell upon their knees, praying for the
reformation of the offender.

During all this the punishment

Inflicted by horae-whip or raw hide upon the back of the
accused, was carried out.

The number of lashes was propor

tioned to the nature of the offense and the back of the of
fender.

Women and young people usually received a much

lighter sentence than the othera.
An example of the belief in whipping to wipe out
guilt and giving am insight into the moral thinking of the
Indian la evidenced by the following story
A Kallapel had been married by Father lïenetrey to one
)Palladlno, p. 99.
4lbld.. p. 100.

-77of hi# tribe and at their wedding dinner, the bride aeted
insultingly to her husband, making fecee at him and bellow
ing that had she not married the man, no woman in the camp
would have taken him. This so angered the groom that he

left the dinner, mounted a horse, rode off to his people and
picked himself up another woman to prove his first wife a
liar. Three years later, feeling that he had convinced his
first wife that another woman would have him, he returned to
St. Ignatiue and presented himself to the chiefs for chas
tisement,

He was told to go to his first wife and all would

be forgiven.

The Indian insisted, however, on being whipped

because he said, "unlesa you give me my whipping, I go back
to the other woman."

He was then obliged and returned to

his first wife and the two lived in great happiness there
after.
Before the overflow of the white into the vicinity of
the reservation, the simple faith of the Indian was most
edifying to the missionary. Every day, the Indians attended
Mass and instructions in the morning and returned again at

night for additional instruction and night prayers.
Some of their ancient customs were incorporated into
the religious ceremonies.
"wake" was held.
meal.

On the ni^t before a funeral, a

This consisted of prayer, speeches and a

From time to time, friends would uncover the head of

the corpse and look upon it and then return to the party.
It was also their custom to visit the sick and dying often
and especially to ee present at the moment of death. They
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always called in a priest to administer the last sacrament,
but #ome inei*ted in calling in th# medicin# man after th#
priaet had gon#.

This pagan practice was very difficult to

atamp out and it at ill peraiatm, to aome extent.

To combat

thia ouatom, the miaaionary adopted a method which eeemed to
achieve the deaired reaulta.

Thoae who called in the medicine

man were threatened with a refusal to bury them in the church
graveyard,^
On the day of a funeral, every member of the tribe,
in or near the village, accompanied the deceaeed to hia final
reating place.

One of the funeral dirgea which they gang

was adapted from an old war song of theira, a stirring wail
of lamentation they used to sing over their braves fallen in
battle.

It had been set to music by Father Mengarini, but

at the time of Father Palladino, the rendering of the song

was not corredt as the original setting was extinct, even
though the words remained the aame.
The ainging of the Indian wae encouraged by the miaaionary, but outsiders were quite aatoniahed by some of the
renditions.

Father Menetrey had taught them to sing in

latin the Ordinary of the Mass, as well as several of the

Latin hymns usually sung at Benediction,

Bishop 0*Connor,

who visited the mission in June, 1877, had this to say%^
It sounded as if a dosen, at least, of
$House Diary, July 21, 1913 entry. Archives.
6palladino, p. 99.
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harmonlou# wolv## were scattered ammng the
congregation.
In praiee of their faith and single aeal, he goee on to eay%

As the Angelas bell rings, I am struck by the
suddenness with which they cease conversation,
assume devotional postures and retain them*
statue-like, until the prayer is ended. On
Sunday morning I said early Mass at the church,
A great number went to communion. It was a
novel sij^t to see the Indian mothers approach
the altar*rall with their papooses on their
backs. # . .
Some of the faithful had an unusual way to go to Con
fession,

Father Grassi^ tells of an Indian who waited

patiently for him to finish his conversation with another
priest.

When Father Qrassl was finished, he drew up a chair

next to the Indian and the penitent reached under his blanket
and produced a bunch of little sticks, which were of differ
ent lengths and sises and placed them, one by one, on the
floor beside the priest.

These sticks represented his sins

and the confession was conducted mostly by sign language.
Another use of sticks was to keep track of their
feasts.

On a wooden stick, from twelve to eighteen inches

long and about a half an inch thick, the Indian would cut a
number of notches, one for each day with Sundays receiving a
double notch cut in the form of an X.

At the end of each

day the proper cut would be whittled smooth.

Father Palla-

dino remarks this device could be used by the surrounding
tribes as Father Giorda visited the Coeur d*Alene mission
^Ibid.. p. 155.
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after Ba*t#r *nd found th# p#opl# mtlll obaerving Lent. To
o&p the climax, they haë Eaater placed on a weekday. He broke
the epell by throwing up hi# arm# and saying:

"He ia risen;

Alleluia."
The Indian had hia own sense of right and wrong and
in some instances the missionary had to change this.

At one

of the last councils held at Arlee, one of the chiefs was
opposed to the dance of the half-breeds.

Upon learning he

could not forbid the dance, he set about to suppress at least
the fiddles.

Ée maintained these were immoral instrwnents,

but he was soon informed otherwise by one who had seen the
lantern slides of the priests showing the Christmas crib with
the angels playing such instruments as the fiddle.^
On May 1, the children came in procession to the
church and presented candles.

The squaws came in separate

groups waving banners different from the men in the tribe.
This separation of the sexes permeated the whole way of life
of the Indian.

Even in the church itself, the chiefs and

men of the parish occupied the front pews, while the women
were left to the rear of the church, sometimes standing.

An

amusing example of this custom can be found in the disagreement which arose during one of the Biblical lessons.

The

priest was expl&ining the Flight Into Egypt and told the
Indians that Mary rode upon the ass, while Joseph walked
along side.

They refused to accept this and on this minor

^House Diary, January 24, 1896 entry, Archives.

•Si» point the Father waa forced to give in, ao the modified veraion ahowed Mary, in accordance with their traditiona, walking#
while Joseph rode.
Superatition still remained with the tribe# to a certain degree.

In 1910, lAen Halley*a comet was approaching,

the Indiana became terrified and feared the worst c&^atrophe.
Adding to their terror waa a total eclipae of the moon lAiioh
9
occurred two weeks later, while the comet waa atill visible.
Another of their superstitions concerned their ability
to predict the weather.

They forecaated an approaching atorm

because they could hear distinctly the trains that rolled and
whistled past the station at Ravalli, their hogs carried
straw in their mouths and wandered about aimlessly; and be

cause the mountains were tinted with blue clouds.

Their

prophecy proved to be incorrect for mild weather followed.
Some of the practices of the Church were not very well
understood by the savage#

Ugly rumors floated about con*

earning the practice of giving alms.

It was thought that

one had to pay to pray and as one of the priests remarked:
"Generosity is surely not one of their virtues.*^
Another story illustrates the lack of the full appre
ciation of the reception of the aacraments.

On the visit of

Archbishop Charlea J, Seghera in the sunmer of 1679, while
9House Diary, May 10, 1913 entry, Archives.
lOHouse Diary, February 9, 1913 entry, Archives.
llHouse Diary, September ZÔ, 1913 entry, Archives.

Hl8 Sxeellency i#aa adminlaterlmg Confirmation to a group of
Indiana, h# notad one brava whom be %ma poaitive he had cenflrmwd before.

"But you, my aoa, have received the Holy

Ohoat already," aaid the Archblahop,

"Tea, great Black Robe,**

anawered the Indian, "but I loat Him; He got drowned croaaing
the river**

It aeema Hie Qrace had given each Indian a little

medal upon confirmation aa a remeW^rance of the occaaion and
thia particular peraon had loat hia %dille aifimming.^^
The prieata often made uae of the fantaaiea of the
Indian in preaching their doctrinea, aa is evidenced by the
atrange atory that took place in the early part of 191).

A

brave called Antoine Hammer came to the Fathera to tell thia
tale.

It eeema, aometim* ago, he waa paaaing by the houae

of a friend who had died three years previously and whoae
body waa buried at the miaaion.

Antoine heard hia name men

tioned twice and ao he atopped and aeeing nothing, continued
on.

A third time he heard a long %diiatle and going to the

apot from where he had heard the aound, he croaaed himaelf
and aaid, "Who are you?"

The reply came, "I am Gabriel

Nata,"
"What do you want?"
"I suffer, I burn, why—because I had unpaid debt# to

so and ao (He named three or four persons) when I died.

Have

pity on me—"
Antoine apoke*

"I wlah I could help you, but I am

12paiiadino, p. 172.

poor,"
Th# gnawer, "But you hav# many relative# who could
pay,"
Then followed a period of alienee.

Antoine proceeded,

but the dead man followed him and touching him on the head,
aald, "Try and get my relatlvee to pay these debts."

The ap

pearance of a dead one so staggered Antoine, he fell Into the
snow In a swoon.

The priests encouraged his telling of the

story to all he saw, for they felt it would stir the
consciences of many.^^

On Raster Sunday the relatives of

Gabriel decided to pay the debts of their departed one and
they found the sums mentioned by Antoine to be correct.
In this field of religious training the missionary

was confronted with the additional problem of translation.
Like all aliens to a foreign area, bent on teaching the
novice Christianity, the missionary had to first learn and
understand the language^ to gain an understanding of the
people with whom he was dealing.

This meant untold hours of

study until the priest was competent not only in the speakIng of the Indian tongue, but also in being able to think in
the same way the Indian does.
l^House Diary, March 19, 1913 entry, Archives.
^It is interesting to note that the Sallsh language
is a perfect language, rich In its own grammar, and not gutteral as one would Imagine. According to Father Taelman, the
only remaining Jesuit priest at St. Ignatius, who still speak#
the language, the grammar is similar to Latin and its vowel
sounds are like those of the Italian. It is filled with ac
cented words as are found In the French tongue and possesses
the reflexive fons of the verb#
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His task of indoctrination waa even more difficult by
the fact that very little mythology exieted in the lore of
theme weetem Montana tribe#»

Another difficulty wa$ that

often no correaponding word in the Saliah language exieted
for the doctrinea and leeaone of the church. For instance
the cloaeat the Saliah language cornea in tranalating the
word "God" ia aelf-made, %Aile in theology, "God" refera to
aelf-exieting.

Often time# no word at all exieted in the

Indian language so French word# were uaed or new worde were
invented by the prieata.

The Jeauit training the miaeionary

had in dieeipline and devotion and theology greatly fitted

him for this task.
By incorporating whenever possible the customs of the
Indian into the teachings of the Church, the missionary aucceeded in bringing his faith to the red man*

The faith thus

presented to the Indian still remains strong with w)st of
the Indiana of the area.

On the great Feast days of the

Church such as Christmas, Good Friday, and Easter, the Indians attend in good numbers.

True, many of the mixed bloods

have fallen away from the Church througjh the avenues of
drunkenness and bad marriages, but the seed of Chriatiamity
which the early Jesuit lather® planted has taken root in
many Indian families of today.
Not only was St. Ignatius Mission responsible for the
establishment of the Catholic faith among the Indians in the
vicinity, but it was also responsible for the first church
for %#hitea in f^»tana.

In fact the first priestly duty
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performed by the prieete among the whitea were the aick^calle
by the Fathers at the miaalon.

One auch call meant a five

hundred mile round trif for the prieat, Father U, Graasi,
when called in to administer to a white at Bannack.
%ith the opening of the Mullan Road, two white settle
ments sprung up, one called Hellgate, located about five
miles from the present Hellgate Canyon mouth.

In the suaaner

of 1663 a chwch was erected there, known as St. Michael's
and this was the first church for whites in what is now Mon
tana.

This station was for many ysars a dependency of the

St. Ignatius Mission.

The chapel there proved, later on, to

be at too great a distance for the growing number of Catholics
lAo settled in the lower end of the valley, so another struc*
ture was built near the present Frenchtown.

This chapel was

given the name of 3t. Louis and later changed to St. John the
Baptiste, and it, too, was a dependency of St. Ignatius Mission for many years.
So the religious influence of St. Ignatius Mission has
been great for Indian and %Aite man alike.

The concentration

of the modern world on things of this world has permeated the
domain of St. Ignatius and the result has been a weakening
of the faith among some of the former members of the Church,
but this feeling is counterbalanced, to a certain extent,
by the deep-seated faith that remains among many people in
Northwestern Montana,
^^Palladino, p. 297*
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The Cmltiural Influence of the Mission
Besides this fair degree of success in the field of
religion, the mieeionary ham been buey tranaforming the early
aavage# into citiaena capable of exieting in the more (K)«^le%
aociety of the lAite man. In thia area, too, the mieaionary
has been aucoeasful.

Here the Jeauit training helped the

mieaionary in hia performance of thia taak.
One thing which the Jea»&ita advocated very atrongly
waa the emphaaia on activitiea which fit into the environ»
ment of the Indian.

Carpentry, blackamithing, leather work,

agriculture, and husbandry were subjects necessary for the
Indian to leam if he waa to get along in hia new way of
life.

The doctrine of the dignity of labor waa a difficult

leeaon for the red man as he had always believed manual labor
16
to be the job of squaws.
Once this obstacle in Indian
thinking was overcome, the pupil# took readily to their work
and many excelled in the handicraft#.

St. Ignatiua Mission

became, in it# day, one of the outstanding trade schools in
the Northwest, even thoixgh the prj#ats were always disappoint*
ed in the progress of many of the boys.

One of the fields

in which the missionary can still be proud of and one in

which the missionary was very successful was the art of
printing.

By helping in the preparation of dictionaries,

the Indiana learned not only the printing trade, but also
^^Ibid.. p. 113.
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they were able to increaee their knowledge of their oim
tongue.
Two language# were taught at the St# Igwtlus school»Engliab and Sallah.

By this method the miaalonary could

aacertain if the atudenta were actually learning and it in
turn gave the Indian pupila a change to understand the

civilisation of the white man through this process of learning his language.
By insisting that both the boys and girls be taught
alike and as much as possible, away from the parents, the
missionary did a great service to the future of the Indians.
This similarity of education and the encouragement of the
boy and girl products of such a syiMwm to marry one another,

so trained, advanced both the husband and wife in civilisa
tion.

Often the agent and the priest would furnish a house

and a bit of ground for the newly married couple to get them
off to a good start.Not only was this system of insisting
that the young marry one of their own who had been likewise
trained in the Jesuit schools, good for the young couple, but
gave the resulting offspring from such a union an added advantage over the other Indians lAo did not follow the system.
So the imposition of the new culture over that old one
of the Indian was accomplished also by the missionary and his
helpers, the Sisters.

This transformation of the Indian into

the ways of the white still goes on although there are instances
where the Indian has reverted to the ways of his ancestors.

CHAprm VI
EPIMXm
In it# hundred year* of exletenoe, St. Ignatlue Mi$@lon can look back to many aocwp).l#hmente.

The mavage has

been clvillmed to a certain extent, although as with Indian#
all over the United Statee, there are evldencea that the cul
ture of the white man 1# merely veneer covering that of the
red man.

The Indian haa.adopted the trapping# of the idilte

man*# way of life, but sometimes he •will revert to his old
way#, but moat of the old auperstitlon#, barbaric custom#
and pagan belief# are gone.
The Chfiatlanimlng of the pagan ha# been a difficult
ta#k.

The mls#ionary ha# aucceeded in giving the Roman faith

to th# Indian.

In moat ca#e#, he ha# kept that faith.

The

mla#lonary can report today that very few of hi# people die
without the La#t Sacrament,

Moot of hi# pari#hloner# etlll

abide by the law# of the Church regarding marriage althougjb

the prie at# sometimes blame the bad example on the part of
the white for those who do go astray#

Attendance at the re

ligious feasts ha# fallen off, it 1# true, and the religious
nature of the old celebration# has been aupplanted by wild
partie#, a gift of the white brethren.

Wrestling match##

and movie# have often taken the place of Midnight Mass.
—Bb—

-89Other rellglone have dieplaced Cathollciam at St# Ignatiue*
The problem of drinking has groim, in epite of the efforts
of the missionary.

This interest in the world is not only

prevalent among the Indians, however, but the whites of our
times have adopted this attitude, too. The great problem
facing the Jesuit at the mission today is no longer one of
increasing missionary activity, but rather one of keeping the
faith.
The Indian has adopted the language of his subtle
conquerer.

Few of the young people near the mission speak

the language of their fathers.

Only two Jesuits remain at

the mission who are able to converse in the Salish language.
The young priests have no need of learning the language of
the Indian members of his pariah now as it is no longer in
use and most of the parishioners are mULxed bloods possessing
more of the white than red.

Many whites now are citizens of

the area and members of the church, so the "old days", truly,
are gone.

The hospital first set up by the Ursuline nuns to

administer to the sick ones near the mission is now heavily
patronised by the whites.

Those Indiana who avail themselves

of the service pay nothing for their care as the Tribal
Council pays the bill*
The boarding school, now in its ninetieth year, has
lost much of the enrollment to the public schools,^

It is

^In the year 1945, there were only seventy-four en
rolled in the boarding school on the Flathead Agency accord*
ing to the School Census Report of the United States Indian
Service to the Department of Interior.

-90still run by the Ursulines and those that attend prove themaelvea to b# products in the old tradition of soholarehip and
oltiaanmhip #o greatly praised in the past.
As one recaptures the colorful past of the mission and
reflects on the numerous problems of government fights, fires,
sickness, savagery, the reader cannot help but have a profound respect for those ministers of Ood who came to this
land of the heathen to help change the old ways of the Indian
for the more civilised ones of the lAite.
Certain of the accomplishments of St. Ignatius Mission
stand out over the others.

The work of the school in making

ladies out of the '•daughters of the forest" was an enviable
record, The boys who learned the trade of printing can
thank the Fathers for their sacrifice and teaching, as the
school became known as one of the finest trade schools in
the Northwest.

Much of the glory of the mission is gone, many of the
accomplishments have been lost in the dust of our changing
civilisation.

The task of the missionary has been fulfilled,

Whether his efforts made a lasting impression must wait the
passage of many more years.
tius Mission, $^ntana.

So ends the story of 3t, Igna
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